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Preface

This manual is an introduction to the X.500 Directory Standards and the DirX Directory
Service. It consists of the following sections:

l Chapter 1 provides conceptual information about the X.500 standards.

l Chapter 2 describes the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) standard.

l Chapter 3 describes how the DirX Directory Service implements the features and
functions specified in the X.500 1993 Directory Standards.

l Chapter 4 describes the components of the DirX Directory Service.

DirX Document Set
The DirX document set consists of the following manuals:

l DirX Introduction (this manual). Use this book to obtain conceptual information about
the X.500 standard and how DirX implements the standard.

l DirX Administration Guide. Use this book to understand the basic DirX administration
tasks and how to perform them with the DirX administration tools DirXmanage,
dirxcp and dirxadm.

l DirX Administration Reference. Use this book to obtain reference information about
DirX administration tools and their command syntax, string representations for
attributes, configuration files, environment variables and file locations of the DirX
installation.

l DirX Advanced Administration Notes. Use this book to obtain reference information
about advanced DirX administration tasks.

l DirX Release Notes. Use this book to install DirX and to understand the features and
limitations of the current release.
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Notation Conventions
Boldface type

In text, bold words and characters identify important terms and keywords. Many of these terms
and keywords are defined in this document’s glossary.

In command syntax, bold words and characters represent commands or keywords that must
be entered exactly as shown.

In examples, bold words and characters represent user input.

Italic type
In command syntax, italic words and characters represent placeholders for information that
you must supply.

[  ]
In command syntax, square braces enclose optional items.

{  }
In command syntax, braces enclose a list from which you must choose one item.

In Tcl syntax, you must actually type in the braces, which will appear in boldface type.

 |
In command syntax, the vertical bar separates items in a list of choices.

...
In command syntax, ellipses indicate that the previous item can be repeated.

/opt/dirx
The exact name of the root of the directory where DirX programs and files are installed.  The
default installation directory is /opt/dirx on UNIX systems and
C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx on Windows NT systems. During installation the installation
directory can be specified. In this manual the installation-specific portion of pathnames is
shown in italic using the default directory /opt/dirx. Throughout the manual the UNIX style for
pathnames is used.
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Chapter

1 X.500 (1993) Directory Service Overview

Directory services are fundamental to communications activity. The wider the scale of
such activity, the harder it becomes to locate communications correspondents and their
characteristics without efficient directory mechanisms. Large-scale directories of
unrestricted scope must be based on international directory standardization to allow
access to users of all kinds. Work to achieve directory standardization started in the early
1980s. Today, the resulting standards are recognized as the necessary foundation for
directories on a global scale.

The X.500 Directory Standards describe how a global directory service can be built. Such
a directory contains many database components; each component contains a fragment of
the total directory database. The complete directory service is provided by many
organizations, and each directory component cooperates with the others to ensure that
each query for information is passed on to the database (or databases) that can best
handle the query.

Although few applications today require a global directory service, the technology
inherent in X.500 is intrinsically scaleable. Many users are attracted by the possibility of
efficiently accessible directories that can later be extended or embedded in larger-scale
directories. The X.500 standard combines efficiency with flexibility of scale.

1.1 Directory Service Objectives
The directory has the following basic goals for access:

l The information within it must represent identifiable real-world objects whose
identities must be expressed uniquely and precisely; the information supplied should
be independent of location

l It must be possible to find information quickly given clues based on readily available
information, even from locations that are remote from the user

l It must be possible to browse the directory conveniently; that is, starting at a given
entry in the directory information base, to understand its significance sufficiently to
examine nearby entries purposefully
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l The directory should behave uniformly and consistently, even when information being
accessed in a single session comes from more than one database

The directory has the following management goals:

l Information that belongs to a particular organization must be under the control of that
organization in terms of structure, access control, and other policies

l The directory must work even when directory service components are provided by
organizations with opposing political or commercial objectives

l The mechanisms that coordinate the distribution of information must support the
forwarding of inquiries and the replication of information so as to be close to users,
while remaining as easy as possible to manage

The components that provide the directory service do so by collaboration in accordance
with rules and procedures established by the Directory Standards. These rules and
procedures allow owners of information to protect it against illicit access, even by
directory system components.

The directory is defined to support certain predefined applications:

l Security infrastructures that support public key cryptography; the directory can use
the infrastructure to provide strong authentication and to enable users to seal
inquiries with digital signatures

l  Message Handling Service (MHS)

l General business coordinates; for example, organizations, organizational units,
organizational roles, titles, telephone numbers, addresses, and so on

l OSI communications

The X.500 Directory Standards address these objectives by defining a series of models
for the implementation of a directory service. The remainder of this chapter describes the
models defined in the 1993 X.500 standards and provides a brief discussion of the 1997
additions to the standards.

1.2 Directory Service Components
The X.500 Directory Standards define three main components of an X.500 directory
service:

l The Directory Information Base (DIB)

l Directory System Agents (DSAs)

l Directory User Agents (DUAs)

The DIB is the directory database and contains the collection of information about users,
network resources, and other information of possible interest to directory users. The DIB
is physically located in and managed by network servers called Directory System
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Agents (DSAs). The DSAs provide access to the directory database. Although an entire
DIB can reside in a single DSA (called a stand-alone DSA), it is generally large enough
so that it must be distributed between multiple DSAs. Each DSA stores and maintains a
piece of the DIB and cooperates with the other DSAs to provide a unified view of the DIB
to directory users.

The information in the DIB is organized according to a hierarchical tree format called the
Directory Information Tree (DIT). This hierarchical tree structuring of the DIB provides
the necessary framework for distributing the DIB between DSAs; each DSA maintains a
non-overlapping subtree of the DIT. The DIT concept is part of the X.500 1993 Directory
Standards Directory Information Model; more information about this model is provided
later in this chapter.

Directory User Agents (DUAs) are the interface to directory service users; they
communicate with the DSAs to gain access to the information stored in the DIB on behalf
of a directory user. Although a directory user can be a person, it is more likely to be an
application that a person is using, such as a browser or an electronic mail program.
Figure 1 illustrates the relationships between the directory service components.

Figure 1: Directory Service Components

The directory service is provided by one or more organizations. The collection of DSAs
and DUAs owned by a specific organization is called a Directory Management Domain
(DMD), and the organization itself is called a Domain Management Organization
(DMO). An individual DSA is managed by its administrative authority, which is an agent
of the DMO.

To protect the information in the directory database, all directory service components
operate within a security framework that is built on the mechanisms of authentication
and access control. Authentication is the process of establishing the identity of a
particular directory user with an acceptable level of confidence. Access control is the
process of regulating the capability of a particular user to access a particular piece of
information in a specific way. Authentication and access control are components of the
Security Model defined in the X.500 1993 Directory Standards; more information about
this model is provided later in this chapter.
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1.2.1 DUA-to-DSA Association

A DUA communicates with the directory service using the Directory Access Protocol
(DAP). DAP supports read, browse (list and search), and update operations as its main
capabilities. A DUA normally communicates with a specific DSA as the first point of
contact with the directory, but DUAs are not obliged to use a single DSA, and often have
free choice of DSAs from which to obtain the service.

The DAP operations take place within the scope of an association between the DUA and
the DSA of its choice. An association starts with a bind operation, which allows the
directory user to be authenticated to the directory service. The user can then initiate one
or more operations. An operation consists of a request, which contains the query, and the
response, which is either a return-result or (if there was some problem) a return-error. A
new operation can be requested before the results of the previous operation have
returned.  Eventually, the directory user terminates the association by issuing an unbind
operation.

1.2.2 Chaining and Referrals

A DSA that is unable to satisfy a particular query can forward it to another DSA that is
better able to handle the operation; this procedure is called chaining and is illustrated in
the upper part of Figure 2.

Figure 2: Chaining and Referrals

Alternatively, the DSA can return a message that identifies the name and communications
address of the “better” DSA. These messages are called continuation references, and
are returned in a referral (lower part of Figure 2) when the entire operation must be
handled by another DSA. Continuation references can also be returned as a component
of the information resulting from an otherwise successful search request (which may have
also resulted in chaining). DSAs as well as DUAs can receive continuation references in
the course of handling distributed directory operations; DUAs or DSAs receiving a
continuation reference can formulate operations to obtain the desired information from the
DSA or DSAs specified in the continuation reference.

DSAs use the Directory System Protocol (DSP), as shown in Figure 3, to carry out
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chaining. Protocol exchanges take place within an association; the chained operation
itself consists of the original DAP protocol embedded in additional protocol that the DSAs
use to exchange information about the status of the operation. For example, the DSA to
which the operation is to be chained must know what amount of processing the operation
has already received. A DSP association is very much like the DAP protocol association:
the two DSAs mutually authenticate each other during the bind and then exchange DSP
operations. However, with DSP, either DSA can initiate an operation over a DSP
association and the association can be used to carry operations for many users. In a DAP
association, in contrast, only the DUA can initiate an operation, and the association can
provide a service for a single user only.

Figure 3: The Directory Service Protocol

The distribution of the directory requires that the locations of DIB components are
sufficiently well known to DSAs that they can act effectively to chain on operations or to
generate referrals or continuation references. The Directory Standards define how
information is organized in the directory to permit distributed operations at minimal
administrative overhead.

1.2.3 Hierarchical Operational Bindings

Recall that the hierarchical distribution of the DIT between DSAs splits it into non-
overlapping pieces called subtrees. A Hierarchical Operational Binding (HOB) is the
mechanism for managing how these subtrees are tied together. A HOB establishes an
administrative relationship between two DSAs, one of which holds an immediately
superior subtree, and one of which holds an immediately subordinate subtree. A HOB is a
kind of operational binding, which is a mutual agreement between two DSAs that
expresses how they are to cooperate during some type of operation. The concept of
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operational bindings is part of the DSA Operational Framework Model; this model is
described in more detail later in this chapter.

HOBs use a generic protocol called the Directory Operational binding management
Protocol (DOP), which is defined to serve the pair-wise automatic coordination of DSAs.
Because DOP operations automatically access and administer DSAs in a HOB, the
appropriate access rights must be granted in each DSA to enable DOP exchanges.
Consequently, using DOP for HOBs between DSAs in a single DMO is usually not a
problem. However, the use of DOP for HOBs between DSAs in different DMOs raises
security issues; in this case, the use of DOP is subject to a prior agreement between the
DMOs to grant access rights to their DSAs. HOBs are described in more detail in the
“DSA Operational Framework Model” section.

1.2.4 Shadowing

Shadowing is the controlled replication of directory information. The Directory Standards
define shadowing as a standard method of replication of information from one DSA to
another. There are several potential purposes for shadowing; perhaps the most important
ones are:

l To place information close to its users in order to control costs and to balance
communications traffic

l To achieve higher reliability of service, because information is available in more than
one place

Shadowing results from a shared shadowing agreement between two DSAs: the
information source is the shadow supplier and the recipient is the shadow consumer.
Shadowing uses its own specialized protocol, called Directory Information Shadowing
Protocol (DISP), to pass information from the shadow supplier to the shadow consumer,
passing either all the information (total refresh) or just the information that has changed
since the last protocol exchange (incremental refresh). The shadow relationship is
implemented as a Shadow Operational Binding (SOB), and the maintenance of the
agreement is optionally carried out using DOP. Figure 4 illustrates the shadowing
protocols.
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Figure 4: Shadowing Protocols

Shadowing is described in more detail in the “DSA Operational Framework Model”
section.

1.3 The Directory Information Model
The Directory Information Model describes how directory information is organized in the
DIB and how that information is named. This section discusses the main components of
the Directory Information Model.

1.3.1 Directory Entries

The DIB is composed of directory entries. Each directory entry is intended to model a
real-world object or a view of a real-world object; for example, organizations,
organizational units, organizational persons, and devices are represented as individual
entries. The characteristics of an object, for example, an organizational person’s email
address and telephone number, are defined by attributes within the entry.

A directory entry is identified by a unique distinguished name, which is based on the
hierarchical structure of the DIT and is used to select an entry for a specific form of
access.

1.3.2 The Directory Information Tree

As discussed earlier in this chapter, the hierarchical organization of entries in the DIB is
called the Directory Information Tree (DIT). The top of the DIT is known as the root.
There is no actual entry that corresponds to the root, since each entry in the DIT must
belong to some owning organization, and no such organization can own the root.

The tree structure of the DIT permits directory entries to be arranged progressively more
specific or more local. For example, country entries can be placed immediately below the
root, and below that states, provinces, or localities, with smaller localities placed below
larger ones. Organizations can be placed in the DIT at points appropriate to their scope,
with organizational units beneath them. For example, an organization may be placed
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beneath the country, or beneath the locality within which it is active. Persons can be
placed subordinate to appropriate nodes in the DIT. When viewed as a member of an
organization, a person could be modeled as an organizational person, and could have an
entry subordinate to an organization or organizational-unit entry. When viewed as a
private individual, that person could be modeled as a residential person, and could have
an entry subordinate to a locality entry. Figure 5 illustrates an example DIT.

Figure 5: The Directory Information Tree

The Directory Standards do not regulate the structure of the tree — in fact, they leave the
actual structure to the discretion of its administrators. The structure can be completely
different in different parts of the DIT. However, the directory subschema mechanisms
given in the Directory Schema Model permit the administrative authorities who manage
the various parts of the DIT to work together to regulate the directory tree structure, part
by part. The Directory Schema Model is discussed later in this chapter.

1.3.3 Directory Names

Each directory entry has a Relative Distinguished Name (RDN) that identifies the entry.
The RDN must be unique relative to its immediately superior entry. An RDN is composed
of one or more Attribute Value Assertions, or AVAs (normally just one AVA is used),
which must be unique (the directory does not permit non-unique names). An AVA can be
represented by statements such as:
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organization-name =“PQR Holdings plc”

or:

common-name = “Smith, Fred”, organizational-unit-name=“Research”

The sequence of RDNs starting from the root of the DIT to the entry being named is
referred to as the entry’s distinguished name. Because of the uniqueness of the RDNs,
the distinguished name is itself unique over the whole of the DIT.

As an example of a textual representation of a name for an organizational person, the
distinguished name of the person with common-name “Smith, Fred” could be:

c=gb/l=Berkshire/o= “PQR Holdings plc”/cn=“Smith, Fred”

where c= represents “country-name value is “, l= represents “locality-name value is “; o=
represents “organization-name value is “, and cn= represents “common-name value is “.

1.3.4 Alias Names

It is possible to give alternate names to directory entries; these alternate names are
called aliases. For example, suppose Wanda Humboldt is the person in PQR’s
Purchasing department who is responsible for handling all temporary employee contracts.
She could be represented by the distinguished name:

c=gb/l=Berkshire/o=”PQR Holdings plc”/ou=Purchasing/cn=”Humboldt, Wanda”

and the alias name:

o=”PQR Holdings plc”/cn=TempAdmin

The alias name for Wanda Humboldt provides a shorter and more context-specific way for
others in the organization to refer to her.

Although aliases can provide a convenient way to refer to directory entries, their use
entails more processing by directory service components. On a query to an alias, the
directory service must first locate the alias entry, resolve the entry to the distinguished
name to which it refers, then search for that entry. In addition, the Directory Standards do
not define a mechanism to keep aliases consistent and ensure that an aliased object
actually exists. Consequently, there is no guarantee that an alias points to the correct
directory entry or that the entry to which the alias refers exists.

1.3.5 Attributes

As mentioned earlier, the characteristics of an object, for example, a person’s home
address or telephone number, are defined by attributes within entries. Each attribute is
identified by an attribute type, which is an object identifier and one or more attribute
values. Object identifiers (OIDs) are defined to permit the global registration of attribute
types (as well as other objects). An object identifier is a unique sequence of integers that
is established when the object is registered. For example, 2.5.4.13 is the registered object
identifier for the “description” attribute type. Object identifiers form a tree; registration
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authorities own particular sequences of integers, and can register their own objects by
extending their sequence.

Some attributes are normal user attributes, placed in an entry to characterize the
specific object that they represent. Other attributes are collective attributes, with a
common value (like an office-telephone-number) that may be shared by many entries;
other attributes are operational attributes, defined for the purposes of the directory
itself.  Figure 6 illustrates the attribute model.

Figure 6: Attributes of Entries

An attribute can be single-valued or multivalued; this characteristic is normally a basic
part of the attribute definition.

Each attribute is associated with an attribute syntax that constrains each value. Many
attribute syntaxes specify a simple string, but many attributes contain structured
information or arrays with a more complex attribute syntax.

Many attribute values can be used as search keys: to support searching and the
administration of individual attribute values, attributes must support matching rules. As
an example of a matching rule, two strings may match if they contain the same graphic
characters, ignoring upper- or lower-case and also ignoring multiple spaces. Complex
attributes often do not support matching rules, because they are not used in search
predicates, and they can be administered as a single block of data.

Some attribute values are used to form name components — in fact, each attribute value
used in the RDN of an entry must always be present as a value of the corresponding
attribute. Creating an entry of name:

c=gb/l=Berkshire/o= “PQR Holdings plc”/cn=“Smith, Fred”

will cause the common-name attribute within the entry to hold the value “Smith, Fred”,
even if this was not otherwise specified (the common-name attribute being specially
created if necessary). Each attribute value used in an RDN is called a distinguished
attribute value.

The Directory Standards predefine many user, collective, and operational attributes and
their characteristics. However, users of the directory are not limited to using these
standard attributes: any user with access to object identifier allocation can register
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custom-designed attributes. It is also possible to define groups of attributes as attribute
sets that can be referenced by a single object identifier.

Collective Attributes

The 1993 X.500 Directory Standards define collective attributes as a means by which
many entries can share a single attribute that is administered in a single place. The
collective attribute is placed in a special entry called a subentry (the octagonal shape in
Figure 7), which contains not only the collective attribute but also information that defines
the entries that are to appear to hold it. Each entry specified by the subentry, when
examined by DAP or DSP, then appears to contain the collective attribute (for example, a
shared telephone number). Collective attributes are considered to be user attributes,
although they cannot be administered by modify operations on ordinary entries.

Figure 7: Collective Attributes

The collective attribute subentry is a component of the Directory Administrative Model;
more information about this model is provided later in this chapter.

The directory provides a way to exclude all, or specific, collective attributes from an entry
by allowing a user to place a collective-exclusions operational attribute within it that
specifies what is to be excluded.

Operational Attributes

In addition to user and collective attributes, the Directory Standards define operational
attributes as attributes to be used or maintained by the directory mechanisms
themselves. There are three kinds of operational attribute:

l Directory operational attributes, which form part of the directory information within
entries. Examples are modify-timestamp and access control information.
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l DSA-specific operational attributes, which are present in particular DSAs but are
associated with a name. An example is the DSE-type operational attribute, which
characterizes the knowledge of a particular node of the DIT held in a particular DSA.

l DSA-shared operational attributes, which are like DSA-specific operational
attributes, except that the information that they contain may be held, with the same
value, by more than one DSA. An example is a knowledge reference, which
specifies the name and address of the DSA that holds the related entry information.

Directory operational attributes can be accessed by normal directory operations, subject
to access control restrictions. The Directory Standards do not specify the behavior of
operations that attempt to access DSA-specific or DSA-shared operational attributes.
However, DSA implementations can provide administrative access to these attributes,
using directory operations or otherwise. Specific DSA implementations, such as DirX, are
permitted to define operational attributes for their own internal purposes.

Attribute Subtypes

In the 1993 X.500 standards, attributes are classified in terms of subtypes and
supertypes. A supertype attribute is a more generic form of its subtype. For example, in
Figure 8, a name attribute is a string that represents all kinds of name. The Directory
Standards define specific kinds of names, for example, common-name or locality-name,
which are subtypes of the name attribute. They also define a collective-locality-name
attribute as a subtype of locality-name.

Figure 8: Attribute Subtypes

Subtypes are used in the service in a number of ways (in every case subject to access
rights):

1. If a read or search operation requests the return of an attribute in entry-information,
information about all of its subclasses is also returned.

2. If a compare operation is used to test for the presence of an attribute value in an
entry, the operation searches all subtypes, and only indicates failure to match if there
is no matching attribute value among any of the subtypes.

3. If a search operation specifies a filter as a condition on an attribute that must be
satisfied if the entry is to be returned by the search, the condition is satisfied if it is
satisfied by any subtype of the attribute.
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These effects of subtypes are built into the directory service, and cannot be switched off.
Subtypes do not make any difference to the administration of attributes, or to access
control protection of them.

1.3.6 Object Classes

The Directory Information Model uses the object class construct to specify the nature of
directory entries. Every entry is associated with at least one object class attribute that
specifies the kind of object that the entry represents. For example, an entry that
corresponds to an “organization” object is represented by the value organization in its
object-class attribute.

Object classes serve to regulate the attributes that are permitted to be present in an entry.
Each object class is associated with a list of mandatory attributes that an entry must
contain and a set of optional attributes that the entry may or may not contain.

Subclasses and Superclasses

Object classes (illustrated in Figure 9) use the object-oriented concept of refinement. For
example, an organizational-person object class is a refinement of the person object class
because it represents the characteristics of a person together with those of an
organizational person. The organizational-person object class is termed a subclass of the
person object class and the person object class is termed a superclass of the
organizational-person object class. The superclasses of a particular object class form a
permanent part of its definition.

Figure 9: Object Classes
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The Directory Standards require an entry of a specific object class to have values in its
object-class attribute not only for its object class, but also for each of the superclasses
defined for that object class, and also for their superclasses. When an entry is created,
the DUA must supply all these values within the object-class attribute. The attributes in
the entry are then constrained by the definitions of mandatory and optional attributes
defined for each value.

The Directory Standards also define the object class top as the generic object class which
does not itself have superclasses. Each entry therefore has the characteristics of the
object class top (which is defined with the object-class attribute itself as its mandatory
attribute). The value top is implicitly present within the object-class attribute; it need not
be specified (for example, when an entry is first created), and it is normally not returned
as a value of the attribute.

Structural and Auxiliary Object Classes

The 1993 X.500 standards define three categories of object class:

l Structural object classes, such as organizational-person, which define specific
types of real-world objects, and can therefore be used in rules that control the kinds of
entry that can be found in specific parts of the DIT

l Auxiliary object classes, such as strong-authentication-user, which define
characteristics that may be shared by more than one kind of real-world object (for
example, an organizational-person or a device can both be a strong authentication
user although they are quite different as objects)

l Abstract object classes, such as top, which cover special cases that never
correspond to any entry without refinement

The 1993 X.500 Directory Standards require that each entry has exactly one structural
object class, not counting its superclasses. The object-class attribute value that
corresponds to this object class is recorded as the single value of the structural-object-
class operational attribute (bottom of Figure 9). This operational attribute is used in
conjunction with the content rule and structure rule mechanisms, which are described in
more detail in the discussion of the Directory Schema Model.

The Directory Standards dictate that the structural object classes of an entry cannot be
changed — the real-world object cannot change its nature. By contrast, auxiliary object
classes can be added to and removed from an entry during its lifetime, subject to local
policies.

1.4 The Directory Administrative Model
The Directory Information Model is extended by the Directory Administrative Model, which
defines the way in which an X.500 directory service is to apply administrative policies to
regions of the DIT. The 1993 X.500 Directory Standards define three types of policy for
which the Directory Administrative Model can be applied:
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l Access control policies, which define the access rights granted to different users for
different entries. An example of an access control policy is “users within the scope of
the PQR Company part of the DIT are to be permitted to maintain their own
passwords”. Access control is a component of the Security Model, which is described
later in this chapter.

l Collective attribute policies, which specify a range of directory entries to be
associated with a specific set of collective attributes. An example of a collective
attribute policy is “the common telephone number 01234 56789 is to apply to all
organizational-unit entries of the PQR Company”.

l Directory subschema policies, which define the DIT structure, DIT content, and
matching capabilities for a region of a DIT. An example of a subschema policy is “only
entries of object class organizational-unit are permitted to be subordinate to the PQR
Company entry”. The directory subschema concept is a component of the Directory
Schema Model, which is discussed later in this chapter.

The objective of the Directory Administrative Model is twofold — to select the entries to
which the policy applies (for example, by location in the DIT and, if appropriate, by object
class), and to provide a place in the directory database to hold policies. The next sections
describe the components of the Directory Administrative Model.

1.4.1 Administrative Areas

The Directory Administrative Model is based on the subdivision of the DIT into
administrative areas that correspond to the policy that is to be administered.
Administrative areas are complete subtrees; the root of the subtree is called an
administrative point. The administrative point has a corresponding administrative
entry. Figure 10 illustrates administrative areas.
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Figure 10: Administrative Areas

The DIT is first subdivided into non-overlapping autonomous administrative areas,
which correspond to parts of the DIT that are owned and managed by different DMOs
(shown in various shades of gray in Figure 10). The entries in an autonomous
administrative area are all administered by the same administrative authority. The roots of
autonomous administrative areas are called autonomous administrative points
(shaded rectangles in Figure 10).

Each autonomous administrative area can similarly be divided up into smaller non-
overlapping administrative areas for each kind of policy:

l Access Control-Specific Areas (ACSAs)

l Collective Attribute-Specific Areas (CASAs)

l Subschema-Specific Areas (SSAs)

These administrative areas can coincide.

ACSAs and CASAs can be partitioned into inner areas. Inner areas are different from
specific areas in that they can overlap — both each other and the specific area in which
they are embedded. Thus an entry in an inner area is subject to the combination of
policies from the specific and the inner administrative points.

1.4.2 Subentries

In the Directory Administrative Model, administrative policies are placed in special entries
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called subentries. The subentries themselves are placed immediately subordinate to an
administrative entry, as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: The Directory Administrative Model

Subentries are like ordinary entries in many respects. They have an object-class attribute,
like other entries, which must always contain the “subentry” object class value. The
object-class attribute also contains zero or more values that identify the purpose of the
subentry, taken from the list below:

l Access control subentry - defines the access control policy for a subtree in the
administrative area with which it is associated

l Collective attribute subentry - specifies the attributes that are common to all entries of
a subtree within an administrative area

l Subschema subentry - defines the DIT structure, DIT content and matching
capabilities for the administrative area with which it is associated

In addition to its object-class attribute, a subentry also contains:

l The policy attributes that correspond to a selection of entries within the administrative
area

l A special single-valued operational attribute called a subtree-specification that
specifies the selection of entries within the administrative area

Each of the administrative purposes defined in the 1993 X.500 Directory Standards:
access control, collective attributes, and the subschema, can have its own subentry or
subentries. Because subschema policies are defined to apply over a complete
subschema-specific area, there is always just one subschema subentry assigned to a
subschema-specific administrative entry; its subtree specification must select the
complete administrative area.
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Subentries can be used for more than one purpose. For example, a subschema subentry
can also be an access control subentry or a collective attribute subentry; this setup would
be convenient for access control policies or collective attributes that also are to apply to
an entire subtree of the DIT.

Although subentries are accessed and administered using normal directory operations,
they are normally invisible to browsing users of the directory. The DAP protocol provides
special support for the browsing of subentries. Subentries can be protected from
unwanted access by access control, and the Directory Standards also permit DSAs to
implement more restrictive security policies (for example, “only users with special
privileges can access subentries.”) that protect subentries (or other entries).

1.4.3 Subtree Specifications

The subtree-specification operational attribute is used to associate a subentry with a
collection of entries in the corresponding administrative area. In Figure 11, each subtree
specification value is symbolized by its own shape; corresponding entries in the
administrative area are also marked with the same shape. Figure 12 illustrates the
subtree specification.

Figure 12: Subtree Specification

An empty subtree-specification selects the complete administrative area with which the
subentry is associated—this is the form which must be used for a subschema subentry.
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This operational attribute contains optional subcomponents that allow it to restrict the
collection of entries within the administrative area to which it applies (see Figure 12; the
darker gray area represents the part of the administrative area which is to be selected):

l The base-entry subcomponent allows selection of entries equal or subordinate to the
base-entry

l The minimum and maximum subcomponents allow selection of entries that lie within
the layers of the subtree between the specified minimum and maximum levels

l The chop-before and chop-after subcomponents allow the selection of entries that are
subordinate to the selected entry, either including the entry (chop-before) or not
(chop-after)

l The refinement subcomponent (not shown in Figure 12) allows entries to be selected
or not depending on whether they satisfy a filter criterion based on the values of their
object-class attribute

To be selected, an entry must satisfy all of the specified criteria, in addition to lying within
the administrative area. All the criteria can be omitted, in which case the subtree
specification includes the whole of the administrative area.

1.5 The Directory Schema
The directory schema is the name given to the provisions made to regulate the content
of the directory. Ultimately, schema provisions are implemented within DSAs (for
example, to control particular forms of protocol activity). The mechanisms in DSAs that
apply schema rules are driven by two kinds of information:

1. Registered information, which applies everywhere within the directory, for example,
definitions of attributes, object classes, and so on. Even locally-defined attributes are
of this kind, because the definition is unique.

2. Policies which are at the discretion of the administrative authority for some region of
the DIT, for example, within the scope of a Domain Management Organization. The
term directory subschema is defined to mean the part of the directory schema that
applies to a specific part of the DIT.

1.5.1 Registered Information

Registered information relevant to the directory schema includes:

l Definitions of attributes and their characteristics, including matching rules which may
be applied to them

l Definitions of object classes, which regulate the information within entries

l Definition of name forms,  which define the way in which an entry associated with a
specific object class can be named.
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Registered information cannot be changed by administrators, and must normally be used
within the scope of its definition. For example, an organization should not be represented
by a person entry.

1.5.2 Subschema Information

Directory subschema information is at the local discretion of administrative authorities and
can be changed (within defined rules) as required. This information includes:

l Structure rules, which permit administrators to specify rules for the structure of the
DIT in a particular part of the DIT

l Content rules, which permit administrators to refine rules for the content of entries in a
particular part of the DIT

l Attribute types usable within the scope of a subschema

l Matching rules usable within the scope of a subschema, and their applicability to
specific attributes

l Object classes usable within the scope of a subschema

l Name forms usable within the scope of a subschema

The 1993 X.500 Directory Standards define operational attributes that can be used to
describe the locally-applicable subschema. These attributes are held in the single
subschema subentry which is defined for a particular subschema-specific administrative
area, and are as follows:

l DIT content-rules—Contribute to the regulation of entry content

l DIT structure rules—Regulate what entries can be placed where in the DIT

l Attribute types, object classes, name forms, matching rules— list the attribute types,
object classes, name forms, and matching rules available for use in the administrative
area

The Directory Standards describe a facility whereby, if a read operation is requested for a
given entry, and the values of one or more of these attributes are requested, the values
are supplied (subject to access control) as if they were collective attributes. This facility
provides a method for schema publication. It is possible, given schema publication, to
browse an unfamiliar part of the DIT and to obtain the information needed to access
entries containing previously unknown attributes and to understand their content.

1.5.3 Content Regulation and Content Rules

The main load of content regulation in entries is borne by the object-class attribute that is
present in each entry, and which defines mandatory and optional attributes, as described
in the “Object Classes” section of this chapter.

However, the 1993 X.500 Directory Standards also define the content-rule attribute as a
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means of enhancing control over the content of entries within a subschema-specific
administrative area. The content-rule attribute is placed in the subschema-subentry for
the administrative area, as shown in Figure 13. Its values are tagged by a structural-
object-class value, so that, for any specific entry at most one value applies — the one
selected by the structural-object-class attribute value for the entry.

Figure 13: Content Rules and Structure Rules

Ordinary user attributes (for example, not operational attributes or collective attributes)
must be present in an entry either if they are specified as mandatory by the entry’s object-
class attribute, or if they are specified as mandatory by the content-rule (or rules)
associated with the entry. Ordinary user attributes, if not mandatory, may be present in an
entry either if they are specified as optional by the object-class attribute, or if they are
specified as optional by the content-rule (or rules) associated with the entry.

Content rules can also control the auxiliary object classes that attributes of the particular
structural object class are permitted to have, and they can also preclude the presence of
particular optional attributes.

Note that the 1988 Directory Standards permitted informal extension of object classes by
permitting unregistered object classes. This facility is superseded by the use of the DIT
content-rule attribute.

1.5.4 Structure Rules

Structure rules are values of the DIT-structure-rule attribute, and consist of:

l A numeric identifier for reference, which must be unique at a minimum within the DIT-
structure-rule attribute

l A name form reference, which is an object identifier that specifies a predefined name
form linking a structural-object-class attribute value to particular naming attributes
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l A set of superior structure rules, which is omitted only for an autonomous
administrative point (for which the superior structure rule is of no relevance, since it is
associated with another DMO)

Figure 14 illustrates the relationships between the subschema subentry, the DIT-
structure-rule attribute values, name forms, and the entities they manage.

Figure 14: Structure Rules

Using structure rules of this form, it is possible to build a formula for a complete subtree,
starting from the autonomous administrative point and working downwards.

1.5.5 Name Forms

As illustrated in Figure 14, name forms are registered objects that associate:

l The value of the structural-object-class attribute for a new entry

l One or more mandatory naming attributes (for example, common-name), with zero or
more optional naming attributes (for example, locality-name) which can be used if
appropriate (for example, to distinguish between two entries for which the values of
the mandatory naming attributes are the same)

The name forms used for structure rule purposes should also be listed in the name forms
attribute, if present in the subschema subentry.
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1.5.6 Matching Rules

Matching rules receive special attention in the 1993 X.500 Directory Standards:

l As with the 1988 standards, each attribute that can be matched at all has a standard
set of matching rules which are used as the default for administration or for naming
and filters.

l Attributes can additionally be associated with additional matching rules, which are
then available for more precise searches; thus, an attribute that is case-insensitive by
default can also be associated with a case-sensitive matching rule.

These new forms of matching rule can be recorded in the matching-rules operational
attribute in the subschema subentry; their local availability for a specific attribute can be
recorded in the matching-rules-use operational attribute.

To assist in this matter, all matching rules are assigned object identifiers. The 1993 X.500
standards register all of the matching rules used within the 1988 standards, as well as
some new ones.

1.5.7 The System Schema

Whereas the directory schema is regulated by schema components such as attributes,
object classes, name forms, structure rules and so on, operational attributes and their use
are regulated by rules specified by the Directory Standards themselves, or in the case of
implementation-defined operational attributes, by the implementer’s own specifications.
These rules are collectively referred to as the system schema.

1.6 The DSA Information Model
The directory works in such a way that operations return the same result, to the extent
possible, as if all the information being accessed is located in the DSA to which the user
is bound. The Directory Standards carefully specify the way in which this is achieved with
the definition of the DSA Information Model, which views the information held in the
directory from the perspective of individual DSAs. This section introduces the most
important features of the DSA Information Model.

Figure 15 illustrates the naming contexts and references in the DSA Information Model.
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Figure 15: Naming Contexts and References

1.6.1 Naming Contexts and Subordinate References

DSAs hold naming contexts — contiguous subtrees of entries that are mastered by a
single DSA. One DSA can hold several naming contexts (Figure 15). The root of a
naming context is called a context prefix.

The lower border of a naming context can include leaf entries; that is, entries of the DIT
that have no subordinate entries (two of these are present at the two leftmost positions in
the shaded area representing the naming context in Figure 15).

The lower border can also include subordinate references. Subordinate references
represent the transition from one DSA’s naming context to another; each subordinate
reference corresponds to a context prefix for a naming context held in another DSA.

A subordinate reference contains enough information for the DSA that holds the upper
(superior) naming context to forward a query relating to the lower (subordinate) naming
context. It comprises:

l The name of the context prefix for the subordinate naming context

l The name and address of the DSA that holds it (these two pieces of information
comprise the DSA’s access point)

The Directory Standards also permit DSAs to hold a form of reference called a Non-
Specific Subordinate Reference (NSSR). In this form of reference, the DSA does not
maintain a record of the name of the context prefix for the subordinate naming context.
The use of NSSRs normally leads to less efficient routing and complicates the design of
DSAs; many DSAs do not, therefore, offer support of NSSRs.

Subordinate references are examples of knowledge references — pieces of information
which one DSA has of another DSA and (in general) of the directory information which the
other DSA holds.
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1.6.2 Root Context and Superior References

The context prefixes and access points of DSAs that hold naming contexts immediately
beneath the root of the DIT is called the root context; each reference is called a first-
level reference, and each DSA pointed to in this way is called a first-level DSA. The root
context comprises the master routing information for the entire directory. All first-level
DSAs must hold the complete root context information to enable them to route inquiries
accurately.

DSAs that are not first level DSAs and that do not support the root context must support a
knowledge reference called a superior reference. This reference is used as a default for
all queries for which the DSA has no more specific knowledge; it must be a reference to a
DSA that holds a naming context that is higher in the DIT than the present one, and is
often a reference to a DSA that is a first-level DSA.

1.6.3 Other Types of Knowledge References

DSAs can hold reference information for other purposes. For example, a DSA can hold a
cross-reference — a pointer to any naming context and the DSA that contains it,
regardless of its position in the DIT. Holding this information means that a DSA can
forward a query for an entry in this naming context directly, without using superior
references or subordinate references. This can improve directory performance and
throughput. Cross-references are acquired and maintained in an ad hoc manner.

The support of shadowing requires some special references. A DSA holding shadowed
information maintains a shadow-supplier reference to the DSA that supplies the
information; this or the master reference may be used when the DSA receives an
operation that must access only master information.

1.6.4 DSA-Specific Entries (DSEs)

Figure 15 illustrates some of the ways in which a DSA knows about the existence of
nodes in the DIT. Some nodes are known because the DSA holds them as entries; others
may be held as subordinate references or first-level references; others may simply be
known because the DSA knows of the existence of a subordinate entry somewhere in the
directory. All DSAs know of the root-node of the DIT.

The term DSE (standing for DSA-specific-entry — but the full term is seldom used) is
used to refer to a node and the information associated with it from the perspective of a
single DSA.
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A DSA’s database contains information about DSEs. For entries that the DSA holds, the
information includes all the attributes held by the entry. For knowledge references, it
contains access-point information. For DSEs that are known only because the DSA has
knowledge of a subordinate DSE  (so-called glue DSEs), it may not be necessary to hold
any explicit information. The root DSE contains DSA-specific attributes that relate to the
DSA as a whole (for example, the my-access-point attribute, which holds the name and
address of the DSA itself).

When shadowing takes place from one DSA to another, the information for each DSE that
is shadowed is derived from the DSE information held by the shadow supplier. This
derived information is called a Shadowed DSE (SDSE).

1.7 The DSA Operational Framework Model
As discussed earlier in this chapter, an operational binding is a mutual agreement
between two DSAs that expresses how they are to cooperate during some type of
operation. The operational binding concept is part of the DSA Operational Framework
Model. The intent of this model is to provide a structure that can be used to specify the
interaction of one DSA with another and the procedures they consequently follow during
the interaction. The 1993 X.500 Directory Standards define operational bindings and
specify the information that is to be exchanged during the binding for two types of DSA-
to-DSA interaction:

l Shadowing

l Hierarchical distribution

The next sections discuss these operational bindings.

1.7.1 Shadowing Operational Binding

As described earlier in this chapter, The Directory Standards define shadowing as a
standard method of replication of information from one DSA to another. A Shadow
Operational Binding (SOB) governs the relationship between two DSAs that are
replicating all or part of a naming context.

As part of establishing an SOB, a shadowing agreement between the two DSAs must
be established. The shadowing agreement defines the details of what is to be shadowed,
in what form it is to be shadowed, when it is to be shadowed, and which DSA (supplier or
consumer) is to control the DISP interactions. Identical copies of the shadowing
agreement are held by the supplier DSA and the consumer DSA. Note that the terms
supplier and consumer relate to a specific shadowing agreement: one DSA can be both a
supplier and a consumer for different agreements.

The specific information to be shadowed is called the unit of replication, which consists
mainly of the set of entries to be shadowed, but also includes prefix information that
contains policies, for example, access control policies relevant to the shadowed entries,
and subordinate information to assist in distributed operations. Figure 16 illustrates a
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shadowing agreement.

Figure 16: Shadow Agreements and Protocols

Shadowing Protocols

Prior to the start of shadowing, the two DSAs establish an SOB with each other. This
implies that each DSA must hold the shared shadowing agreement and be ready to start.
The Directory Standards specify how to establish an SOB using DOP, but it can also be
done in other ways.

Shadowing begins with the shadow supplier or consumer establishing a DISP
association, depending on which DSA has control. After initial negotiation using a
coordinate-shadow-update or request-shadow-update, the unit of replication is transferred
using an update-shadow operation.

Subsequent updates will normally be incremental; that is, only the changes to the unit of
replication are transferred. The updates can be performed when a change occurs,
regularly, or on request.
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Primary and Secondary Shadowing

In many cases, the shadow supplier will be the holder of the master copies of the entry
information. This case is called primary shadowing.

In some cases, it may be desirable for the recipient of shadow information to pass it on to
other DSAs; for example, when a DSA acts as a local hub to redistribute shadowed
information to nearby DSAs, having received it from a remote site. This case is called
secondary shadowing. It is possible for the recipient of a secondary shadow to pass it
on to yet another DSA. However, the information that is passed on must always ultimately
come from the same unit of replication—units of replication cannot be combined, within
the standards, for the purposes of further replication.

The ability to carry out secondary shadowing can be switched off with a flag in the
shadowing agreement, for example, to prohibit secondary shadowing for security
reasons.

Selecting Entries and Attributes to be Shadowed

The collection of entries to be shadowed consists of either a complete naming context or
a selection of entries from a single naming context. The naming context can first be
reduced by considering a subtree within it which extends from an entry within the naming
context to the naming context’s lower border. This subtree is called the replicated area. It
can further be reduced by applying a selection process using a subtree specification. It is
also possible to specify that only entries of a particular object class (or combination of
object classes) are to be replicated. The Directory Standards also permit the shadowing
process to ignore all but specified attributes.

Although the amount of shadowed information can be substantially reduced in this way,
the partial information that is left is harder for DSAs to handle, and can result in increased
processing and communications traffic as the DSA seeks to establish whether the
information held is sufficient to satisfy an query, and, if not, what to do about it.

1.7.2 HOBs and NHOBs

There is a need to coordinate two DSAs, one of which holds a superior naming context
and the other a subordinate naming context. This coordination must not only cover the
communications details of each DSA, but also any policies held by the superior DSA that
may affect entries held by the subordinate DSA. For example, if the superior DSA
contains access control policies which affect a complete subtree from the administrative
point for which they are defined down to the leaf nodes of the DIT, it doesn’t matter that
the lower part of the tree is in another DSA: the access control policies must still be
imported. Figure 17 illustrates this case.
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Figure 17: Hierarchical Operational Binding

The 1993 X.500 Directory Standards use the operational binding concept to permit this
coordination; the relationship between a DSA holding a subordinate naming context and
one holding a superior naming context is called a Hierarchical Operational Binding,
(HOB). Not only must the two DSAs maintain each other’s access points, but the superior
DSA must pass on those administrative policies known to the upper naming context and
applicable to some or all of the subordinate naming context.

When the reference used between the superior DSA and the subordinate DSA is a Non-
specific Hierarchical Reference (NSSR), the operational binding is a Non-specific
Hierarchical Operational Binding (NHOB).

The 1993 X.500 Directory Standards permit the use of the DOP protocol to administer
HOBs and NHOBs, but it is possible for other means to be used to carry out the same
purpose.

The X.500 Directory Standards define how a HOB can be established automatically
between two DSAs that are prepared to cooperate. This allows an administrator to
establish a new naming context using the DAP protocol by specifying the name of the
target DSA as the target-system argument in an add-entry operation. The directory
procedures forward the operation to the DSA holding the entry superior to the new entry
(this must exist). This DSA can then start a DOP association, and initiate an establish-
operational-binding operation. This operation transmits not only the information to be
placed in the new entry but also a copy of all of the administrative entry information,
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including a copy of all subentries relevant to the subordinate naming context, complete
with the policy attributes that they carry.

The subordinate DSA (if permitted by local policy) can then create the new entry (as
shown in Figure 18), which becomes the sole entry in the new naming context. It also
creates copies of the administrative entries and subentries and applies them.

Figure 18: Adding Entry in Target System

The standards also permit a naming context which has been pre-established in a
subordinate DSA to be notified to the superior DSA, resulting in the superior DSA having
a suitable superior reference, and the subordinate DSA having the administrative entry
information. In the case of an NHOB, the initiator must be the subordinate DSA.

Once a HOB or NHOB exists, the DOP protocol (or other means) can be used to update
the operational binding using a modify-operational-binding operation. This update needs
to occur every time, for example, when a subentry-held access control policy or collective
attribute is changed. HOBs and NHOBs are terminated when the last entry in a naming
context is removed.

Note that when a new autonomous administrative area is being established within a new
naming context (for example, for an organization establishing its own part of the DIT
beneath a country entry), there is no need for policy coordination between the two DSAs
involved, and the use of DOP may not be appropriate, and may not be supported in any
case by the DSA holding the country entry, which will, presumably, have permanent
communications characteristics.

1.8 The Security Model
The 1993 X.500 Directory Standards define a Security Model, whose principal
components are:

l Authentication—Establishing the identity of a user or directory component
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l Access control—Granting or denying users access to directory information, based
on the result of authentication (if any)

The directory does not support encryption of directory information to protect its
confidentiality in storage or in transit, although encrypted information can be stored as
values of suitable directory attributes.

1.8.1 Authentication

A user can bind to a DSA using any of the following authentication mechanisms:

l No credentials whatever (this is called an anonymous bind)

l Just a name with no password (simple authentication without password)

l A name and password (simple authentication with unprotected password)

l A name and protected password (simple authentication with protected password, or
simple protected authentication)

l Strong authentication based on digital signatures employing public key cryptography

l External means of standard authentication (for example, Windows NT authentication),
possibly, but not necessarily, using directory information

Simple Authentication

The term simple authentication is used for authentication based on name alone, with or
without password, and includes simple protected authentication. With simple protected
authentication, the originator generates a short digest (or hash), using a one-way-
encryption technique, of the originator’s password, together with distinguished name,
timestamp, and a random number. All the information is transmitted to the recipient,
except for the user’s password, which must be accessible by the recipient for the
technique to work. The recipient hashes the same collection of information, using the
knowledge of the user’s password, and should get the same result if the password used
by the originator to generate the hash was correct. Figure 19 illustrates simple protected
authentication.
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Figure 19: Simple Protected Authentication

Strong Authentication

The technique of strong authentication is similar to that of simple protected
authentication, but uses reversible public key cryptography to extend the reliability and
usefulness of the authentication.

Reversible Public Key Cryptography

In public key cryptography, a user U has two keys, a private key Kprivate, which is kept
strictly secret, and a precisely corresponding public key Kpublic, which is distributed in such
a way as to convey its association with the user U. Information can be encrypted using
Kpublic, and can then only be decrypted using Kprivate.

With reversible public key cryptography, if the user encrypts information using Kprivate, it
can then be decrypted only by using Kpublic. The party carrying out the decryption using
Kpublic can be sure that the encryption was done using the uniquely corresponding private
key Kprivate. Since Kpublic is widely available, this provides a method for the user owning
Kprivate to mark information as digitally signed by the user.

Given Kpublic, it is impossible to deduce Kprivate in a realistic timeframe. This stops a
fraudulent person from working out the value of Kprivate from the generally-available Kpublic,
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and then masquerading as the user who owns Kprivate.

Digital Signatures

The use of digital signatures proceeds as follows: the originator of the signature takes the
information to be signed, together with a timestamp and a random number, and hashes it
to form a short digest. The result is then encrypted with the private key to produce the
digital signature. The recipient recreates the hash from the information to be signed, with
the timestamp and random number, and compares it with the result of decrypting the
signature with the public key. The signature is correct if the comparison is exact. The
signature will fail, not only if the public and private keys do not form a pair, but also if the
slightest change is made to the data that was signed. Digital signatures thus provide a
way of ensuring data integrity. Figure 20 illustrates the use of digital signature.

Figure 20: Digital Signatures

The technique of digital signatures can be used in directory bind operations to validate
the originator of the bind (DUA to DSA or DSA to DSA), or it can be used on individual
queries or results to validate the originator of the query or the DSA that provides the
results.
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Key-to-User Certification

The digital signature technique is useful because anybody (or any object) that can reliably
associate a public key with the named owner of the corresponding private key can
validate a digital signature made with this key. Associating users and keys is done with
the aid of Certification Authorities (CAs)—bodies who can be trusted by all parties. A
CA issues certificates on behalf of users (and other objects, including other CAs), which
contain the name and the public key of the user (or other object), together with expiration
time and other information. The certificate is signed using the private key of the CA, and
can then be distributed in any convenient manner, including placing it in the directory
itself. The information cannot be tampered with, since this would cause the signature no
longer to work.

Validating a signature for a previously unknown user can then be done by acquiring the
user’s public key, from a certificate in the user’s directory entry, or otherwise. The
signature of the CA on the certificate can itself be similarly validated by acquiring the CA’s
own certificate, and so on, until a CA that is known to be trustworthy has been found.

Notes:

1. The directory protocols support the optional transmission of a certificate in the same
protocol data unit as the digital signature, together, again optionally, with information
that may be helpful in validating the CA’s signature on the certificate.

2. Arranging for the reliable validation of CAs requires information in the directory that
can be processed systematically to locate a known CA. The directory must also hold
information about certificates that are no longer valid, or which correspond to users
whose private keys have become compromised. This information is held in the form
of revocation lists, which are publicly available, digitally-signed lists of certificates that
are no longer valid.

Strong authentication thus enables authentication to be carried out widely within the
directory. A signed operation carries the signature of its ultimate originator, and so gives a
good basis for a DSA to establish the identity of a user prior to giving access control
rights.

1.8.2 Access Control

The Directory Standards define a standard form of access control: Basic Access Control
(BAC). Another more restricted form of access control is also defined: Simplified Access
Control (SAC). Both BAC and SAC are access control lists that associate:

l A user or other potential performer of an action

l Whether permission is granted or denied

l The intended action

l The object or item which is to be protected by this specific element of access control
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As an example, a specific user X may be granted permission to create entries of a
defined object class. This access control mechanism is capable of the direct expression
of many natural access-control policies (for example, “Users can update their own
passwords”).

ACI Operational Attributes

The ACL information is held in Access Control Information (ACI) operational attributes.
There are three types of attribute:

l Prescriptive-ACI (PACI) attributes, which are held in subentries, and which target
access control policies at selected entries within administrative areas

l Entry-ACI attributes, which are held in entries and protect just the containing entry
and its contents (entry-ACI is not permitted when using Simplified Access Control)

l Subentry-ACI (SACI) attributes, which are held by administrative entries and protect
the subentries associated with them. (When BAC is in place, subentries can also
carry their own entry-ACI attributes if they need protection special to themselves.)

With BAC, PACI attributes can be held in subentries of Access Control Specific Points
(ACSPs) or of Access Control Inner Points (ACIPs). However, ACIPs are prohibited with
SAC.

The ACI applicable to a specific entry is the combination of the ACI within the entry itself,
if any, and within any subentry relevant to the subentry. In the example shown in Figure
21, the lower right-hand entry lies within an Access Control Inner Area, which itself lies
within an Access Control Specific Area. Three subentries in total have relevant ACI. The
combination of the prescriptive-ACI in the three subentries and of the entry-ACI in the
entry itself is used in the Access Control Decision Function (ACDF), which is used for
each attempted access to a protected item.
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Figure 21: Applying Access Control

Values of ACI Operational Attributes

Individual values of ACI attributes can combine a number of items that would otherwise
go in a number of ACL elements. Each value has an identifier for reference, and relates
the following components:

l An authentication level that specifies how thoroughly the user must have been
authenticated to be granted permission, or to prove exemption from denial

l Numeric precedence on a scale from 0 for a default ACI item, to 255 for a grant or
denial that cannot be countermanded

l Lists of protected items, taken from: the entry, all or specific attribute types, all or
specific attribute values

l Lists of users to which the value applies, taken from: all users, the user (if any)
authenticated with the same name as the entry under consideration specific named
users, users whose names are in group-of-name entries held in the DSA, or users
whose entries lie within specific subtrees of the DIT

l Permissions relating to reading, browsing, modification, or revealing information in
case of error or otherwise
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Permission Evaluation

The ACDF is, in principle, run each time an attempted access is made to an entry or
attribute. It discards all irrelevant access control information, and collects the relevant
grants and denials, discarding all but those of highest precedence are discarded. If a
conflict between grants and denials still remains a more specific permission wins over a
less specific one.  For example, a grant to all users has lower precedence than a denial
for a specific user, and the latter would prevail.

The Directory Standards define how a DSA is to proceed if it encounters a denial. For
read operations, a failure to access specific attributes is usually not fatal; for a search,
entire entries can be denied access without causing the operation as a whole to fail. But
modifies will always fail if a single element to be changed is protected against change by
that user. In most cases, the consequence of a failure is to conceal the existence of the
protected item, unless the user has specific permission to know of its existence.

1.9 The Directory Protocols
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the directory uses the following protocols:

l The Directory Access Protocol (DAP), which DUAs use to communicate with DSAs

l The Directory System Protocol (DSP), which DSAs use to perform chaining
operations

l The Directory Information Shadowing Protocol (DISP), which DSAs use to pass
information from shadow-supplier to shadow-consumer DSAs

l The Directory Operational binding management Protocol (DOP), which DSAs use to
manage hierarchical operational bindings (HOBs) and can also use to manage
shadowing

The DAP, DSP, DOP, and DISP protocols are similar in that they use the same OSI-based
protocol stack. The protocols were designed to run over the complete OSI 7-layer stack,
but in practice, most services use TCP/IP with the RFC1006 adaptation, which converts
the service at the top of the TCP/IP stack into the Transport Class 0 service. (RFCs
represent the medium for the development and publication of Internet standards.)

DSAs can also support other protocols defined outside the scope of X.500 for the access
of directory information. For example, TCP/IP directly supports the LDAP protocol, a
directory access protocol based on DAP, but with certain simplifications; LDAP is defined
in RFC1777. Protocol support of LDAP normally involves the use of a dedicated LDAP
server.

The DAP, DSP, DOP, and DISP protocols use the application service elements ACSE and
ROSE. ACSE is the Association Control Service Element, and defines associations, their
establishment using bind operations and their shutdown using unbind or abort
operations. ROSE is the Remote Operations Service Element, and uses RPC-like
operations: the initiator creates an invoke (a service element that contains a user
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request); the responder returns a return-result or return-error, or a reject in case of a
significant protocol or system problem.

The DISP protocol optionally supports the Reliable Transfer Service Element (RTSE).
RTSE uses features in the session layer to implement a service that survives loss of a
transport connection. It is permitted for DISP because this protocol can transfer very large
volumes of information; a lower level communications failure does not then imply having
to retransmit the entire protocol data unit. The combination of one of DAP, DSP, DOP, and
DISP with its supporting protocol represents the application layer, and sits on top of the
presentation and session layers. The directory protocols use the same communications
address, although a DSA typically dedicates a transport connection to a specific protocol
(DSAs can maintain many simultaneous associations for each protocol connection). Each
connection is established with the application context that corresponds to the protocol
that it supports.

The use of presentation and session services is minimal, except in the case of RTSE.
RTSE uses the session protocol checkpointing and recovery facilities, which are
significantly more complex. However, RTSE is not usually needed because the lower-
layer protocols are normally reliable enough to make it unnecessary to support recovery
at the protocol level. (Shadowing has its own recovery procedure.)

Figure 22 illustrates the relationships between these protocols.

Figure 22: Protocol Stacks
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1.9.1 DAP Operations and Features

The following table summarizes the operations of the DAP protocol and their facilities.
Table 1: DAP Operations

Operation Meaning

bind Initiates an association with the directory at the beginning of a directory
session. The bind protocol permits a user to authenticate him/her/itself
to the DSA to which the protocol is sent; it also permits that DSA to
authenticate itself back to the user. The bind maps onto ACSE protocol
that establishes a transport connection using the directory access
application context.

unbind Releases the directory association at the end of a directory session. An
abort “operation” can also be used by the user; the DSA cannot initiate
an unbind, and thus must abort if (for example) it must time-out an
association.

read Reads a specified entry; requests the return of entry information with
particular attributes, or about subtypes of the specified attributes.

compare Checks whether an attribute value supplied matches a value of that
attribute, or one of its subtypes, within a specified entry.

list Lists all the immediate subordinates of a particular entry.  The 1993
X.500 standards specify a way in which list results can be returned a
page at a time (controlled by paged-results request).

search Returns information from all the entries that satisfy some filter within a
certain region of the DIT (as specified by subset). The 1993 X.500
standards permit search results, like list results, to be returned a page
at a time. They also provide an extended-filter feature which permits
users to specify the matching rule to be used in the filter, instead of
accepting a default rule.

abandon Cancels an outstanding interrogation request, specifying the invoke-id
given to the operation by the ROSE service.

add entry Adds a new leaf entry to the DIT. The 1993 X.500 standards add the
capability to specify the DSA in which the entry is to be placed (using
the target-system element). However, this will be subject to access
rights.
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Operation Meaning

remove entry Removes a leaf entry from the DIT.

modify entry Modifies attributes of a particular entry.

modify DN Modifies the last RDN of a leaf or non-leaf entry, moves the entry to
another part of the DIT, or both. This operation is not permitted in
certain cases when the contents of multiple DSAs are affected.
Changing names calls for additional activity to mend broken pointers.

Common Arguments and Common Results

All operation arguments except abandon can also carry a set of elements called
common-arguments. These elements permit modification of the behavior of operations,
for example, by reducing sizes or scopes. All operation arguments except abandon can
also be digitally signed for integrity and to identify the originator of the operation. (See the
section titled “Strong Authentication,” later in this chapter for more information of digital
signatures.)  The common-arguments elements contain information that relates to the
signature when it is returned.

Similarly, return results other than those for abandon and modify operations can contain
common-results; all such return results can be signed. In the case of list and search
results, which can come from a number of DSAs, there may be sub-results that are
signed and included in larger collections of results which are also signed.

DAP Error Conditions

The Directory Standards define a number of error conditions which can be reported by
error-handling part of the DAP protocol. There are a number of classes of error:

l Attribute errors—for attribute-related problems

l Name errors—for errors associated with names supplied as operation arguments (for
example, an entry accessed by an operation does not exist)

l Security errors—for errors that can be revealed as due to security problems (the
standards specify that many access-control error situations are to be handled by
returning a result as it the accessed object did not exist)

l Service errors—For errors caused by policies or problems related to the service itself,
or its configuration
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Protocol Interoperability in a Mixed X.500 DSA Environment

The 1993 X.500 directory protocols are designed to be supported in an environment in
which 1988 and 1993 X.500 DSAs are mixed, even though the 1993 X.500 standards
define new protocol elements (extensions) that give additional features. This gives rise to
the problem: what if a 1988 DSA encounters 1993 X.500 protocol which it does not
understand? And what about a 1993 X.500 DSA which does not support all of the 1993
X.500 features?

To resolve this problem, the standards place a technical requirement on all DSAs, 1988
designs as well as 1993 X.500 designs. With this requirement, DSAs and DUAs must
ignore unknown elements in the protocol unless the protocol contains a reference to a
critical extension which the DSA cannot handle. In this case, the DSA must presume that
the unknown element is associated with the critical extension, and must return an error, or
indicate an error condition, depending on the circumstances.

The 1993 X.500 protocols list the DAP protocol extensions that can be declared as critical
extensions and provides an unsupported-critical-extension service error. These
extensions are:

l Subentries—requires the ability to hold policies applicable to administratively-defined
regions of the DIT (administrative areas) in subentries and in particular, to support the
listing, reading and searching of subentries, as indicated by the subentries flag in
service-options

l Copy-shall-do—indicates, when specified in a read or search operation, that it is
acceptable to return shadowed information from the DSA attempting to satisfy the
request, even if the information is incomplete

l Attribute-size-limit—requires, when specified in a read or search operation, that the
DSA should not return any attribute value whose size is larger than a limit specified by
the user as part of the query

l Extra-attributes—requires, when specified in a read or search operation, that the DSA
handle a more complex request for information that can separately specify user
attributes and operational attributes

l Modify-rights-request—requires, when specified in a read operation, that the DSA be
able to specify the attributes that the user can modify

l Paged-results-request—requires, when specified in a list or search operation, that the
DSA be able to return volume results one page at a time

l Matched-values-only—requires, when specified in a search operation, that, if a
multivalued attribute is specified in a search filter, only those values matched by the
filter should be returned

l Extended-filter—requires, when specified in a search operation, that the DSA be able
to support search filters that specify the matching rule to be used in the filter rather
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than the default matching rule (for example, case-exact rather than the default case-
ignore matching rule)

l Target-system—requires, when specified in an add-entry operation, that the new entry
is placed in the specified DSA by the DSA that holds the new entry’s superior entry;
this extension requires the support of Hierarchical Operational Bindings and the DOP
protocol

l Use-alias-on-update—requires, when specified in an add-entry, remove-entry, or
modify-entry operation, that the DSA support alias dereferencing for the update
operation. Note that 1988 DSAs do not support alias dereferencing for any update
operation. Alias dereferencing is prohibited for modify-DN operations in the 1993
X.500 standards.

l New-superior—requires, when specified in a modify-DN operation, that the DSA
support the movement of an entry of a subtree to a new superior.

Paged Results

List and search operations in the 1993 X.500 standards permit paged results; users
invoke this facility with a flag in the operation argument. The DSA that provides the results
then returns not only the first page of results but also a transparently-defined handle to
the rest of the information. This handle is specified in a follow-up operation, and the DSA
supplies the next page of information, satisfying the original query.

The paged result feature is permitted to request that the paged information be returned in
a specified order. Only one DSA can handle paged results, although that DSA may gather
some of its information from other DSAs.

1.9.2 DSP Operations

DSP operations correspond one-for-one with their DAP equivalents, with the exception of
the DSP bind, whose purpose is to mutually authenticate DSAs which are to collaborate
for the purpose of distributed operations. The bind operation maps onto ACSE protocol
that establishes a transport connection using the directory system application context.
A DSP association is not in general dedicated to any particular user, and can be used by
either DSA, subject to local agreement.

As noted previously, DSP operations consist of the original DAP operation with some
additional protocol. DSP requests contain:

l Identification of the originator of the query (for example, based on the identity as
established by the DAP bind), with information assessing the quality of authentication

l Trace information, which can be used to detect circular routing (which could occur as
a result of configuration error)
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l State information relating to the chaining process, together with instructions to the
recipient DSA as to what should/should not be done with the query (for example, to
specify the part of the DIT to which the query is directed)

l Request to return cross-references, that is, information that identifies the DSA holding
the part of the DIT to which the operation refers; this information may subsequently be
used to optimize access.

l Security information supporting a digital signature on the DSP operation (with the
DAP operation which it contains)

l Information of bilaterally-agreed format

DSP return results contain:

l The cross-reference information requested, if available (and subject to local policy)

l Security information supporting a digital signature on the DSP operation (with the
DAP operation which it contains)

l Information of bilaterally-agreed format

l For a list or search operation, information (if appropriate) about parts of the DIT which
have already been searched and which would be searched spuriously for a second
time or more without this warning

Unlike DAP operations, either DSA is permitted to initiate an operation, so that a single
association can be set up as a permanent pipe between two DSAs that regularly
exchange traffic.
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1.9.3 DISP Operations

DISP operations support the transmission of shadowed information from a DSA acting as
a shadow-supplier to a DSA acting as a shadow-consumer. The following table outlines
the operations that support shadowing.

Table 2: DISP Operations

Operation Meaning

bind Mutually authenticates the shadow-supplier to the
shadow-consumer. Either party can initiate. The
protocol is as DAP bind, but is used (as for DSP) to
mutually authenticate the two DSAs involved. The
bind maps onto ACSE protocol that establishes a
transport connection using an appropriate shadow
application context (there are several options).

unbind Terminates the association. The protocol is as DAP
unbind.

coordinate-shadow-
update

Initiated by the shadow-supplier to propose a shadow
update for a specified shadowing agreement,
specifying whether total-refresh, or incremental
refresh of the information will take place (or to advise
that there have been no changes). No refresh
information is sent. The request can be digitally
signed. The shadow-consumer can accept or reject
with reason and state information.

request-shadow-update Initiated by the shadow-consumer to request a
shadow update for a specified shadowing agreement,
in a manner similar to coordinate-shadow-update. The
request can be digitally signed. The shadow-supplier
can accept or reject, with reason and state
information.

update-shadow Initiated by the shadow supplier to provide the
requested information. Information is supplied in the
form of a tree which contains either all shadowed
information (for total refresh) or just changed
information (for incremental refresh).

DISP is possible only between two DSAs that have established an operational binding
between each other (using the DOP protocol or other means).
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1.9.4 DOP Operations

DOP is a generic protocol that coordinates shadowing activity or hierarchical relationships
between two DSAs in accordance with a mutually-defined agreement. The following table
describes the DOP operations, which applications adapt for their own purposes. The
currently defined uses of DOP use a small number of DOP features.

Table 3: DOP Operations

Operation Meaning

bind Mutually authenticates the two DSAs. Either party can
initiate. The protocol is as DAP-Bind, but is used (as for
DSP) to mutually authenticate the two DSAs. The bind
maps onto ACSE protocol that establishes a transport
connection using an appropriate operational binding
management application context (as for shadowing, there
are several options).

unbind Terminates the association.

establish-operational-
binding

Establishes (as defined) hierarchical-operational-binding
or non-specific-hierarchical-operational-binding to
establish a new naming context, or shadow-operational-
binding to establish a new shadowing agreement (there is
no establishment parameter).

modify-operational-
binding

Changes the parameters of the operational binding.

terminate-operational-
binding

Terminates the operational binding.

The ability to establish an operational binding requires prior management action in
respect of each DSA involved to define a mutually acceptable agreement.

1.10 Character Set Issues and ISO10646
Much of the information in the directory is likely to be textual in nature; since the directory
is global, this implies that there needs to be adequate means of encoding characters
familiar to directory users.
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The 1988 standards define many text-string attributes; nearly all of these permit a choice
of two encoding schemes:

1. Printable-strings, consisting of: A-Z, a-z, 0-9, and a few other basic characters

2. T61-strings (teletex-strings), based on the now-defunct teletex standard, which
included:

− Additional non-alphanumeric characters

− Characters with European diacriticals (for example, small-a-with-ring å, small-
german-sharp-s ß)

− Greek

− Russian

− Japanese (kanji, hiragana, and katakana)

Russian, Japanese and Greek characters use a two-octet-per-character encoding
scheme. Greek can additionally be represented by a one-octet-per-character encoding
scheme legitimized by the ISP 10616. (ISPs are Internationally Standardized Profiles,
prepared by the regional functional standards bodies, for example, the European
Workshop for Open Systems (EWOS), and balloted through ISO/IEC.)

Universal String Encoding

The 1993 X.500 Directory Standards extend the character encoding methods to include
universal-string, that is, a set of graphic character encodings based on the ISO10646
standard. This is basically a 4-octet-per-character encoding scheme (which can be
carried in a 4-byte integer); it is open-ended and can represent all of the world’s standard
alphabets.

Basic Multilingual Plane Encoding

For efficiency, a two-octet-per-character encoding (which can be carried in a 2-byte
integer) is defined for the subset of these alphabets for which the first two octets of the 4-
octet encoding are zero. This encoding is called the Basic Multilingual Plane (BMP), and
includes all of the T61String capability in terms of character-sets, additionally supporting
Korean, many Chinese ideograms not already included in the T61-string kanji repertoire,
and many other graphic characters.

Diacritcal Encoding

The standards define how the characters using diacriticals can be represented by two
characters (for example, four octets), using a combining-character representing a
diacritical following an ordinary character. However, standard European characters with
diacriticals (for example, those defined within T61string) all have a single-character
encoding (for example, ÀÁÂÄÅÆÇÈÉÊ, etc., as provided in standard word-processing
packages).
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Outstanding Issues

The availability of many alphabets maximizes the benefit of directory information for its
normal users, but there are still some major residual issues:

l In many cases, users in country A may not be able to prepare useful searches for
information in country B, because of lack of support of the target character set, or
perhaps even knowledge of its use; information returned may be impossible to place
on a screen because of lack of rendition capability; and, even with good rendition, the
information may be unintelligible (for example, in an unknown language)

l There are no standards on collation sequences, or even on some of the details of
matching rules (for example, should small-German-sharp-s ß match ss?)

Directory systems compliant with 1993 X.500 standards need to make pragmatic
decisions on these matters. The 1997 Directory Standards have addressed some of these
problems by defining language or cultural contexts (see the “Contexts” section) which are
associated with particular attribute values. Thus, an entry can have a description attribute
with previously prepared and equivalent values in French, German, English, etc. A user
could then specify which language is wanted.

1.11 The Functional Standards
The work of the primary standards has been enhanced by the work of the Functional
Standards bodies, represented by the three regional workshops European Workshop for
Open Systems (EWOS), OSE Implementers’ Workshop for N. America (OIW) and
Asia/Oceania OSI Workshop for Japan, Australia, Korea (AOW).

The enhancement has mainly been in three areas:

l Simplifying the interpretation of the standards by making choices for simplification
within the scope of the standards

l Providing basic standards of acceptable level of implementation, which can be used
for procurers

l Interpretation of the standards where there is a lack of clarity

The main output of the Functional Standards bodies is the ISP — Internationally
Standardized Profile — which, when ratified, is an ISO/IEC standard. ISPs cover two
main areas for the directory:

l Protocol and functionality (the ADYxx ISPs in the case of the 1993 X.500 Directory
Standards)

l Content and associated behavior (the FDYxx ISPs)

The latter are perhaps of more interest to users of the directory, since they cover:

l Requirements on the support of attributes, object classes, name forms
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l DIT structures that must be supported

l Handling of character sets

Both sets of standards represent a systematically worked-out set of specifications that
should be supported by quality implementations. (See also “Character Set Issues and
ISO10646” which references the 1988-based ISP 10616.)

1.12 The 1997 Directory Standards
Although the 1993 X.500 Directory Standards filled in many of the gaps in the 1988
standard, the work of the primary standardization bodies has continued, but on a lesser
scale. The work has made progress in a number of different directions:

l The concept of “contexts” has been introduced as an approach to the problem of
directory information that must vary in content depending on the circumstances (for
example, the language and alphabet of the user or the time of day)

l Certificates can contain more information (for example, about the permitted use of the
public key contained in it), and the means for revoking certificates has been made
more flexible; these changes result from practical experience with the use of public
key cryptography and the need to anticipate problems of scale

l Some of the limitations on the applications of signatures on operations have been
removed; operations can be encrypted as well as signed

l Access control provisions have been defined based on security labels (for example,
matching the security clearance — secret, confidential, etc. — of a user to the
security of the communications link and the assigned security of the data in the
context of the specific operation)

l A start has been made on the definition of managed objects and their characteristics,
as accessible by a management protocol such as CMIP or SNMP.

In addition, a number of small enhancements to the features of the directory have been
introduced.

Whereas some extensions can be handled adequately by 1988 or 1993 DSAs by ignoring
non-critical extensions, others of the enhancements require the raising of the protocol
version from Version 1 (covering 1988 and 1993 editions of the directory protocol) to
Version 2.

The notes below describe in more detail a selection of the 1997 features which could be
reasonably provided by DSAs working within the framework of a directory service which is
mainly based on 1993 X.500 and 1988 X.500 DSAs.

1.12.1 Contexts

The requirement for contexts arises from the problem of matching the information
returned by the directory to the language (and possibly other) context of the user. The
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solution is in principle simple: associate some or all attribute values for a user attribute
with a specific context: when the context is recognized, the values for that context should
be used instead of other values. Figure 23 illustrates contexts.

Figure 23: Attributes with Contexts

To accommodate this solution, the attribute data model is extended by associating an
attribute value with a Context structure which defines the context in which it is to apply.
Three kinds of context are defined in the 1997standards:

l Language context

l Temporal context

l Locale (POSIX)

The language context is described by an ordinary character string. The temporal context
permits a specification of a specific or recurring period (for example, the year 2000, or
weekends), and could, for example, be useful for specifying event times. The locale
context is dependent on an object identifier set of registrations of cultural and other
locales. The registration work that supports this is currently in draft form.

In its simplest form, a user reads an attribute while specifying the context desired; the
DSA storing the entry information returns just the information for the context selected.
Rules are provided for providing fallback value if the contexts do not match. Information
can be selected in this way for both read and search operations.

Contexts can also be used in filters, and even in names. Unfortunately, there is a
problem: two names with contexts only match if they share at least one common context.
This means that considerable care must be taken to ensure that enough contexts are
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provided with any name to allow it to be matched correctly. It is also possible that the use
of contexts in names that are exported to DSAs that do not support contexts (for example,
in knowledge references or in shadowed information) will cause system problems. The
closing of all the gaps on names has not proved simple, and some aspects of
standardization of contexts in names may have to be deferred.

Since contexts affect names and attributes, which are the among the most basic of
directory objects, they have a profound and wide-reaching effect on operations,
procedures, access control, security, shadowing, and every other aspect of a DSA’s
function. It is likely that practical implementations will deliver context functionality in
phases, rather than providing it all at once.

1.12.2 Certificate Extensions

The work on certificate extensions also includes extensions to Certificate Revocation
Lists (CRLs).

Certificates

The 1993 X.500 standards now include an extensions mechanism which allows open-
ended extension of the contents of a certificate, with indication of criticality. This
mechanism is introduced by Technical Corrigendum 1 to Part 8 (X.509) for the 1993
X.500 standards; certificates incorporating the mechanism are called Version 3
certificates.

Figure 24 summarizes all the extensions that are proposed for the 1993 X.500 standards.
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Figure 24: Certificate Extensions

There are a substantial number of them, covering the following points:

1. A CA (or a user) can have a number of keys for various purposes; means of
identifying keys is provided (CA's key identifier, subject key identifier); the permitted
key usage can be specified (key usage)

2. It may be useful to associate a certificate with characteristics of the subject (for
example, a JPEG photo); directory attributes can be inserted (subject attributes)

3. Users and CAs can have alternative names (for example, RFC822 Email address or
X.400 ORAddress, and it may be necessary to correlate their public keys with such
names (issuer alternative names, subject alternative names)

4. Certificates can be associated with particular policies identified by an object identifier,
and optionally qualified by additional information (certificate policies). A policy could
specify acceptable algorithms. For CA certificates, policy requirements can be placed
on dependent certificates (policy constraints for rest of path). Policies (for example,
defined by different organizations) can be stated as equivalent (policy mappings)

5. CA certificates can state name and other constraints on dependent certificates (name
constraints for rest of path, basic constraints

6. A distinction can be made between the usage time for a private key (private-key
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usage period), and the usage time for the corresponding public key (which is already
contained in the certificate)

7. Finally, a certificate can reference the distribution-point entry containing any
corresponding CRL, together with reasons and the CRL issuer supported by the
distribution-point (CRL distribution points)

Certificate Revocation Lists

Certificate revocation lists can grow and becoming unwieldy and expensive to manage.
Several extensions have been added to address this problem:

1. CRLs can be published as attributes of entries other than that of the issuing CA. The
potential CRL distribution point is marked in the certificate, and may vary depending
on the usage of the certificate. In addition CRLs continue to be published by the CA.
The characteristics of a CRL are represented by element of an extension called
issuing distribution point.

2. A new CRL attribute Delta Revocation List is added, permitting new revocations to be
maintained; it is marked by an extension delta CRL indicator that identifies the CRL
number extension for which it is the delta.

These extensions form part of the main body of the CRL. Figure 25 illustrates a CRL
extension. Particular entries in the CRL (right hand side of Figure 25) have their own
extensions which can be used to identify the reason for revocation (reason code), or to
indicate that a certificate is invalid, possibly temporarily (hold instruction code). The
invalidity date extension can be used to indicate a time at which a secret key may have
been compromised.

Figure 25: CRL Extensions
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Other Aspects

The standards define some additional object classes, and also matching rules which can
be used to compare certificates and other elements of the X.509 machinery.

1.12.3 Minor Extensions

The following table describes some of the facilities provided by the collection of facilities
referred to as minor extensions.

Table 4: Minor Extensions

Extension Description

subschema-time-stamp Indicates the time that the subschema
subentry for the entry was last modified. It is
available in every entry.

subschema-subentry Identifies the subschema subentry that
governs the entry. It is available in every
entry, rather as if it were a collective attribute.

access-control-subentry Identifies all access control subentries that
affect the entry. It is available in every entry,
as for subschema-subentry.

collective-attribute-subentry Identifies all collective attribute subentries that
affect the entry. It is available in every entry,
as for subschema-subentry.

has-subordinates Indicates whether any subordinate entries
exist below the entry holding this attribute.

partial-name-resolution With this service control, if a DSA supplies a
(presumably genuine) name error, it uses the
entry which is identified as the target for the
operation. It only applies to read or search.

bind extensions The new version is required for certain
facilities such as blocking  credentials
following too many failed login attempts.

overspecified-filter Permits the return of results which satisfy part
of the filter, or which match as a result of an
approximate match. The precise way in which
it works is local.

alter-values in modify-entry Causes a quantity to be added to a numeric
attribute value
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Extension Description

reset-value in modify-entry This causes the removal of values which are
not fallback values from the viewpoint of
contexts.

selection in modify-entry This causes the return of specified entry
information with the modify entry.

extension to update-error This permits attribute information to be
returned to help identify the cause of an error
when updating a directory entry.

1.12.4 Other Features

The 1997 X.500 standards define a complete new part defining the use of the X.700
management protocols. It defines managed objects and their characteristics, and is a
start on the road to standardization of the management of DSAs and DMDs. However, the
material is outside the scope of this chapter.

Apart from management, probably the most important facility not described above is the
capability of encrypting complete operations. Doing this calls for the support of a new
security infrastructure called General Upper Layer Security (GULS), which contains
provisions for encryption as well as for signatures. GULS is defined by the four ITU-T
recommendations X.830 to X.831, of which the first is of most current significance
because it defines the way in which underlying security protocols are used.

The 1988 and 1993 X.500 Directory Standards omitted provisions for signing certain
elements of the directory protocols (for example, returned error-results). These
deficiencies are rectified, and some other security weaknesses have been strengthened
(for example, two- and three-way authentication in the bind).

New facilities have been added to allow the detection of tampering with stored
information.

Finally, as mentioned earlier, the standards define a new form of access control based on
security labels (that is, sets of security attributes such as privacy requirements or security
classifications) on protected objects (for example, directory attribute values) and
clearance of users (for example, to SECRET). A full discussion is out of scope of this
document.
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2 Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP)

Generally speaking, Lightweight Data Access Protocol (LDAP) is a protocol that gives
users access to directories. LDAP was first defined in 1993 by ISODE, PSI, and the
University of Michigan and was originally intended to be used as a protocol for accessing
X.500 directories. The initial goal for LDAP was to close the gap between Internet
applications and X.500 directories by providing a simplified version of X.500 DAP that
could run on TCP/IP without any OSI upper-layer stack.

The original version of LDAP, known as LDAP v2, is generally considered to have met
this goal. LDAP v2 gives users access to directories with a minimal set of operations and
restricted features, avoiding most of the overhead of the DAP protocol. However, the goal
of the latest version of LDAP is somewhat more ambitious—the extensions included in
LDAP v3 move the protocol away from its original goal of simplified directory access and
closer to a specification of a directory service in its own right.

Since its inception, many X.500 vendors have added LDAP support to their products to
provide access to their X.500 directory services; DirX is one example of such a product.
And, although originally intended for X.500 access, LDAP does not require the directory
service it accesses to be an X.500 directory—LDAP can be used to access any type of
directory, not just X.500 directories. Many believe that LDAP will become the standard
access mechanism for directory services in the Internet. As a result, many non-X.500
directory service vendors within the Internet community are also offering LDAP access to
their directory service products.

The remainder of this chapter provides a general description of LDAP and its relationship
to X.500 DAP and summarizes the differences between LDAP v2 and LDAP v3.
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2.1 An Overview of LDAP
The goal of LDAP is a challenging one: to provide the user with the service of the
directory without the overhead of DAP. The disadvantages of DAP that LDAP intends to
answer are as follows:

l The DAP protocol, as an OSI application layer protocol, mandates a full OSI stack all
the way down to the transport layer. Although RFC 1006 makes it possibile to run
DAP and other OSI application protocols over TCP/IP, a full upper layer stack
(session, presentation, application) is still required.

l The DAP protocol is highly sophisticated in its services and the protocol elements it
defines. This level of sophistication results in client implementations that require too
much knowledge of the protocol and the services from the user in order to use all
features and options correctly and effectively.

l The DAP protocol uses complicated attribute syntaxes and complicated BER
encoding

l With the exception of the abandon operation, DAP is a synchronous protocol

 LDAP addresses these disadvantages by reducing the number of operations it supports,
limiting the services supported by these operations to a basic subset, and reducing the
complexities in name and attribute representation. It does not require a particular
transport service, and it is an asynchronous protocol. The next sections discuss these
features in more detail.

2.1.1 The LDAP Model

 In the X.500 directory model, the directory user accesses the directory through DUAs. A
DUA communicates with the directory through an access point, using DAP to request and
obtain services from the directory.

 In the LDAP model, an LDAP client requests services from an LDAP server using LDAP.
The LDAP server performs the necessary actions on the directory and reports the
outcome to the LDAP client. The way in which the LDAP server collects the requested
information or performs the requested actions is not specified.

 Figure 26 illustrates the X.500 model of directory access and the three possible models
involving LDAP servers:

l An LDAP server that converts LDAP requests into DAP

l An LDAP server that performs the requested operations through any interface
provided by the directory server

l An LDAP server that is itself part of a DSA implementation

 The first model describes the role originally intended for the LDAP server, but the other
models are not out of the LDAP scope. The LDAP model does not force the underlying
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directory to be an X.500 implementation; any directory implementation that can provide
the abstract services described by LDAP is sufficient.

 

 Figure 26: DAP and LDAP Models of Directory Access

2.1.2 Transport Service Mapping

 The X.500 directory is part of the OSI model, and is therefore designed to run over the full
seven-layer OSI stack. The use of other transport services is out of the scope of the
X.500 recommendations.

 LDAP specifies its transport service requirements in an abstract way: LDAP is to run over
a connection-oriented reliable transport system with all 8 bits of an octet being significant
in the data stream. Any transport service that meets these abstract requirements is
acceptable. Since LDAP originated within the Internet community, TCP/IP is the default
transport system and takes the role of the OSI stack in X.500; COTS (connection-oriented
transport system) is another transport service that LDAP gives as an example.

2.1.3 Abstract Service Definition

 The abstract service definition consists of:

l General operation handling

l Referrals

 The next sections compare DAP and LDAP in these two areas.
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 General Operation Handling in DAP and LDAP

 The X.500 DAP operation consists of three elements:

l An operation argument, which a DUA uses to request a particular operation from a
DSA

l An operation result, which a DSA uses to inform a DUA about the outcome of a
successfully executed operation

l An operation error, which a DSA uses to inform a DUA about the resons why an
operation could not be carried out

 Operation argument, result and error are defined for each operation. The operation
argument and result contain a number of elements specific to the operation plus some
elements common to all operations. The operation errors that can occur in a particular
operation are taken from a set of general errors defined for the directory.

 In the LDAP protocol, the LDAP client requests operations from the LDAP server through
operation requests. Each operation request requires at least one response (except for
unbind and abandon, which do not have responses). For most operations, the LDAP
server returns a single operation response to an operation, which may be the result of
successful operation execution or else an error. A search request may result in one or
more operation responses to the LDAP client. Each matching entry found in a successful
search is mapped onto a single search response. Each referral is also mapped onto a
single search response. The search is terminated by a final search response that
indicates the success of the operation or an error, if only part of the operation succeeded.

 In LDAP v3, a set of extended operations are defined (unsolicited notification, Transport
Layer Security (TLS), Refresh). TLS may result in further exchange and negotiations.

 Since LDAP is in principle an asynchronous protocol, the LDAP client can issue further
requests while responses for requested operations are outstanding. If the LDAP client
terminates the session, the LDAP server discards the results of any outstanding requests.

 Referrals

 In the DAP protocol, a DSA that does not hold all of the information requested by the DUA
can return a referral in the operation error to the DUA. Further handling of the referral is
left to the client. LDAP provides full support for the passing of referrals to clients. LDAP
clients can request referrals, and LDAP servers can return requests to clients for
subsequent handling by other LDAP servers.
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2.1.4 Directory Operations

 LDAP supports most of the operations defined for DAP; no new operations are defined.
Most operations are available to the LDAP client with a reduced set of options specific to
the operation and from the common arguments. Some DAP operations have different
names in LDAP. The read and list operations are implemented as special cases of the
search operation with a corresponding scope. The differences between the operations
defined in DAP and LDAP are summarized in Table 5.

 Table 5: Differences between DAP and LDAP Operations

 DAP Operation  LDAP Operation
 bind  bind

• Establishes a session between an LDAP client and an
LDAP server

• Anonymous, simple unprotected, or SASL (simple
authentication and security layer)

• 
 unbind  unbind

• Terminates a session between an LDAP client and an
LDAP server

• Outstanding requests and responses are discarded
 read  Not supported. Use a base object search instead.
 Compare  compare

• No common-arguments
 abandon  abandon

• No operation outcome is reported
 list  Not supported. Use a single-level search instead.
 Search  search

• No matched-values-only option
• No extra-attributes are distinguished

 add entry  add
• No common arguments

 remove entry  delete
• No common arguments

 modify DN  modify RDN
• No common arguments

  LDAPv3 extended operations, such as:
• Unsolicited notification
• start_TLS (Transport Layer Security)
• Refresh

2.1.5 Directory Information Model

 LDAP is based on the X.500 directory information model, which defines a hierarchical
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directory with hierarchical names, typed objects and attributes, and commonly defined
object classes and attributes. LDAP does not redefine the X.500 data model; although it
defines additional object classes and attribute types, all X.500 attributes and object
classes are supported.

2.1.6 Security Model

LDAP v2 defines an authentication model similar to the one in X.500: the  LDAP client
performs a bind to the LDAP server. The choice of authentication during the bind
operation is “none”, “simple” (with name and password) or Kerberos-based. Mutual
authentication (LDAP server to LDAP client) is not defined in LDAP v2.

Furthermore, LDAP does not mandate a standardized form of access control.

2.1.7 Encoding and Representation

 LDAP uses the ASN.1 BER with the following simplifications:

l Encoding. LDAP uses only the definite form of length encoding and always encodes
bit strings, octet strings, and character strings in primitive form.

l Name representation. In LDAP, names and especially distinguished names are
respresented in a string representation as defined in RFC 1779 (LDAP v2) and RFC
2253 (LDAP v3, UTF-8 string representation).

l Attribute representation. LDAP v3 defines the representation of the standard
attribute syntaxes. The main principle is to represent attribute values as octet strings.
Object identifiers can be represented by the name of the object described or a string
representation of the numeric OID. In the same way, attribute types can be referenced
by a string representation of their OID, their literal name, or a suitable abbreviation.

2.2 Differences between LDAP v3 and LDAP v2
 As mentioned earlier, LDAP v3 is the follow-on version to LDAP v2. LDAP v3 includes
several features not available in v2. With the advent of v3, the scope of LDAP has
changed; while v2 represents a protocol for simple X.500 (and non-X.500) directory
service access, v3 intends to provide some of the framework for the specification of a
directory service itself. Some of the enhancements to LDAP provided in v3 include:

l Security. LDAP v3 adds a lot of functionality in the security area of the protocol. The
standard´s core specifications extend the bind mechanism with the SASL
mechanism—a generic form of credentials. Profiles of the standard will mandate the
support of CRAM-MD5 (bind of protected password mechanism) and SSL (adding
security services like privacy, integrity and authentication to the transport layer).
Extension documents to the standard are expected in the future thetgevern Access
Control Issues.
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l Referrals. LDAP v3 supports the passing of referrals by LDAP servers to LDAP
clients. LDAP v2 does not support the passing of referrals to clients. The LDAP v2
server handles all referrals, which ensures that only the final result of the operation is
returned to the LDAP client.

l Service enhancements. As part of the move to a full directory service, LDAP v3
includes support for a number of administrative tasks, such as schema management
and dynamic directory refresh.

l Character set support. LDAP v3 is based on UTF-8 character set encoding rather
than restricting to printable strings in v2. UTF-8 provides a more general character
encoding mechanism, reflecting the need for special character sets for languages
such as Kanji, Hiragana, and so on.

l Underlying services. In LDAP v3, the scope of transport stack independence has
been enhanced to permit the use of connectionless transport stacks, for example,
UDP.

 Although LDAP is moving towards specifying the elements of a directory service, it is not
a replacement for X.500, nor does it solve the problem of directory interoperability. For
example, LDAP v3 does not currently specify a standard method of access control and its
specification of distributed operations is limited. Until standard functionality in these areas
is defined, there is no interoperability between multivendor LDAP servers.
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3 DirX Overview

DirX is a high-specification directory system that is compatible with the 1993 Directory
Standards and that offers those features of the 1993 Directory Standards that bring
maximum benefits to the providers of directory services. The general objectives of the
DirX design include:

l High performance and availability, by using indexing in a disk-held database and
by holding critical information in memory

l High throughput, to enable the handling of millions of parallel queries on a
multiprocessor server

l Scalability, from small-scale workgroup directories to very large enterprise-wide
directory solutions for multi-national organizations and company divisions

l Compatibility with other standards-compatible X.500 implementations, including
those conforming to the 1988 X.500 Directory Standards

l Availability on and integration into various UNIX platforms and Windows NT

l Tight integration with the Windows NT system environment so that, for example, an
administrator authenticated for NT is automatically authenticated for managing DirX,
and DirX logging information is viewable with the Windows Event Viewer

DirX also offers many features beyond those defined by the Directory Standards,
including:

l Integrated LDAP support to provide TCP/IP-based directory access by Internet
clients

l Transaction-oriented directory data management based on an ISAM design to
optimize read and search operations and provide transaction security and rollback

l Ease of administration through the use of powerful command-line and graphical
administration tools for centralized administration of a distributed directory system,
including the management of configuration and monitoring options

l Configuration facilities based on the use of operational attributes

l Auditing facilities to record directory service transactions for later analysis
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l Backup and recovery facilities to save and restore the directory database

l Integration options with other applications such as Internet email, X.400 email,
telephony applications, and World Wide Web browsers

l Synchronization of addressing information for third-party directories and messaging
products

The DirX components that implement these features include:

l The DirX DSA

l The DirX LDAP server

l The DirX administration tools dirxcp, dirxadm and DirXmanage

l The DirXweb program

l The DirXmetahub program

l The DirXdiscover program

The remainder of this chapter describes how DirX supports the elements of the X.500
1993 Directory Standards. Chapter 4, “DirX Components” provides an overview of the
features and capabilities of the DirX product suite components.

3.1 Directory Service Support
Access to the directory service is provided through the LDAP and DAP protocols. The
DirX DSA supports all of the directory operations and most of the features introduced in
the 1993 Directory Standards. The following table summarizes the features defined in the
1993 Directory Standards for DAP and DSP operations and the corresponding DirX
support for them.
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Table 6: DirX Support for 1993 Features of DAP and DSP Operations

Operation Feature Supported?
read (DAP,
DSP)

Access to attribute subtypes in entry
information

yes

Access to collective attributes in entry
information

yes

Extra attributes in entry-information-selection yes
Modify rights yes

compare Matched subtypes in compare result yes
list listing subentries (subentries service control) yes

Paged results yes
“Unknown-errors” and other extensions in
partial-outcome-qualifier

yes

search searching subentries (subentries service
control)

yes

Access to attribute subtypes in entry
information

yes

Access to collective attributes in entry
information

yes

Extra attributes in entry-information-selection yes
Matched values only yes
Extended filter yes
Paged results yes
“Unknown-errors” and other extensions in
partial-outcome-qualifier

yes

add-entry Target-system—accepted with error
response

yes

modify-entry Updating HOBs yes
modify-DN Modifying RDN of non-leaf entries yes

New superior yes
Modifying RDN of context prefix yes
Modifying RDN of entry with one or more
subordinate naming contexts

yes

service-
controls

subentries option yes

copy-shall-do option yes
attribute-size-limit yes
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3.1.1 Read and Search Support

Read and search operations both give access to attribute subtypes: requesting an
attribute results in the return of all subtypes. They also give access to collective attributes,
although the collective-exclusions operational attribute can be used to switch off this
facility.

3.1.2 Compare Operation Support

Compare operation support of attribute subtypes results in the identification of the
requested subtype in the return result if a match occurs.

3.1.3 List and Search Scope Support

DirX supports the flag defined in the 1993 Directory Standards that changes the scope of
list and search operations to evaluating and returning only subentry information.

3.1.4 Search Filter Support

DirX does not support search filters that reference collective attributes.

3.1.5 Modify-DN Operation Support

DirX supports the 1993 Directory Standards extensions to the modify-RDN operation:

l An entry can have its last RDN changed even if it is not a leaf entry

l An entry can be moved so as to become subordinate to a new superior

When a modify-DN operation takes place, DirX ensures that all names of entries that are
affected by the operation are updated to reflect the revised names. For example,
references in locally-held access control information remain accurate. This feature is an
extension of the Directory Standards that is designed to help aliases, lists of names, and
security arrangements within a single DSA remain functional after modify-DN operations.

Note: There are circumstances when further action is required. For example, a certificate
within which the name would be altered as a result of a modify-DN operation would
become invalid if the name were actually changed in any way. And if a DSA receives a
now-invalid reference to a name that has already been changed as a result of shadowing
or HOB action, the name is taken as valid: remedial action will be necessary. Attributes
must be recognized as having names embedded in them, in order to benefit from the
feature. Consequently, the feature is generally not available to user-defined attributes.

The modify-DN feature applies to entries mastered by the DSA, together with their
subordinates, since only these are subject to update operations. The administration tools
enable a directory administrator to rename other entries in order to implement the result
of a modify-DN operation that takes place in another DSA.
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3.1.6 Critical Extensions Support

The 1993 X.500 protocols list the DAP protocol extensions that can be considered to be
critical. The following table lists these critical extensions and the corresponding DirX
support for them.

Table 7: DirX Support of Critical Extensions to DAP

Extensions Operations Support
subentries All operations yes
copy-shall-do read, compare, list, search yes
attribute-size-limit read, search yes
extra-attributes read, search yes
modify-rights request read yes
paged-results-request list, search yes
matched-values-only search yes
extended-filter search yes
target-system add-entry yes
use-alias-on-update add-entry, remove-entry, modify-

entry
yes

new-superior modify-DN yes

3.1.7 Security Support

DirX supports simple credentials for the identification of users of DAP associations. It also
supports simple credentials for the identification of other DSAs with which it may establish
DSP associations. The “Security Model Support” section discusses security in more
detail.
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3.2 Distributed Directory Support
The DirX DSA supports the main features and objects specified in the distributed directory
as defined in the 1993 Directory Standards. The following table lists these features and
objects and the associated support by DirX.

Table 8: Distributed Directory Support

Feature Support
Naming contexts: Multiple

References:
• Superior references yes
• Subordinate references yes
• First-level references yes
• Non-specific subordinate references no
• Cross references yes
• Immediate-superior references yes
• Master, supplier and consumer references (for shadowing) yes
DSP features:
• unique-identifier yes
• authentication-level yes
• exclusions yes
• exclude-shadows yes
• name-resolve-on-master no
• return-cross-references no
• info no

3.2.1 Naming Context Support

DirX places no limits on the number or relative position of multiple naming contexts. The
maximum depth of a naming context; that is, the number of RDNs following the context
prefix for the lowest leaf- or non-leaf node of the context prefix, is unlimited.

The DirX DSA can be configured either as a first-level DSA (supporting first-level
references) or as a non-first-level DSA (supporting a superior reference). DirX provides
script-running DirX administration tools that enable first-level references to be bulk-
loaded.

DirX supports all of the basic forms of knowledge reference except for the non-specific
subordinate reference (NSSR), which provides only a degraded service. Because DirX
does not support NSSRs, it also does not support the corresponding DSP element name-
resolve-on-master.

DirX supports cross-references for the optimization of name resolution; DirX
administrators place cross-references into the database explicitly using the DirX
administration tools. DirX does not support the acquisition of cross-references by DSP
protocol; cross-references acquired in this way are normally unsuitable for directory
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operations requiring access control, since the DSP acquisition method provides no
means of establishing mutual credentials.

DirX supports all of the knowledge references defined for shadowing; their specific
capabilities are described in the “Shadowing Support” section.

3.2.2 Support for Controlling Duplicate Information

Shadowing gives rise to increased possibilities for duplicate information being returned in
search operations. DirX supports the DSP features defined in the 1993 Directory
Standards that are provided to control redundant information (the exclusions and exclude-
shadows features).

3.2.3 Security Support

DirX supports the DSP features that are used with operations to pass authentication
information (originator, authentication-level, and unique-identifier). Access control
decisions can later be made on the basis of this information. DirX DSAs also support:

l Authenticated DSA associations (using simple unprotected, or simple-protected
authenticated binds)

l The handling of signed DSP results

l Configurable trust relationships between DSAs

DirX support for authenticated DSA associations and the signing of DSP operations is
discussed in the “Security Model Support” section. The DirX trusted DSA mechanism is
discussed in the “DSA Management” section

3.2.4 Support for Holding Information about Cooperating DSAs

DirX DSAs use the DirX-supplied DSA-specific operational attribute Cooperating-DSA to
hold information about their operational bindings with other DSAs.

The Cooperating-DSA attribute provides a way to store all of the operational binding
information about partner DSAs in one place so that it can be conveniently managed with
the DirX administration tools dirxadm and DirXmanage.

3.2.5 Referral and Continuation Reference Support

DirX DSAs can be configured to attempt to resolve automatically any referrals or
continuation references received back from another DSA in a DSP return result. If the
attempt is unsuccessful, the DSA passes back the referrals or continuation references to
the user.

3.3 Directory Schema Support
The next sections describe DirX support for the elements of the directory schema as
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defined in the 1993 Directory Standards.

3.3.1 Subschema Support

The DirX DSA supports the Directory Schema model of defining different schemas for
different parts of the DIT. The definitions of attributes, object classes, and name forms
and the matching rules that apply to them are configured into the DirX DSA as registered
information that is common to all parts of the DSA’s portion of the DIT. However, the
specific use of this information within particular parts of the DIT is regulated by the
subschema subentry at each subschema-specific administrative point.

Subschema information is stored in subschema policy operational attributes of the
subschema subentry. DirX supports all of the subschema policy-related directory
operational attributes defined in the 1993 Directory Standards:

l Attribute-types

l DIT-content-rules

l DIT-structure-rules

l Matching-rule-use

l Matching-rules

l Name-forms

l Object-classes

These attributes can be accessed (subject to access controls) within the subschema
subentry.

DirX permits attributes, matching rules, object classes, and name forms to be used within
a subschema administration-specific area independent of their listing within the
corresponding subschema subentry within the attribute-types, matching-rules, object-
classes and name-forms operational attributes.

3.3.2 Attribute Support

The DirX DSA supports the attribute types and syntax rules defined in X.520. It also
supports the attributes defined in X.402 (1992) and X.509 (including V2 revocation lists
and V3 certificates from the 1997 X.500 standards).

DirX also permits the definition and administration of custom attributes; given the
necessary checking and matching rule support, new attributes can be added, without
stopping the DSA, and immediately used.

DirX supports string attributes using ISO10646 character encoding, as defined within the
Minimum European Subset (ENV1973). However, attributes are returned (for example, in
a result of a read or search operation) using the encodings with which their values were
originally supplied. DirX supports ordering matches for string attributes.
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The DirX DSA also supports search enhancement for selected attributes. This is achieved
by creating one or more indexes for each attribute value of each attribute that is optimized
for search.

Attribute Subtype Support

DirX supports attribute subtypes, which make it simpler to access classes of attributes.
The approach to implementation varies with the operation. For example:

l The list of attributes selected for return by a read or search operation is expanded to
include all subtypes of each specified type

l In a compare operation, if no value of the specified attribute matches the value
supplied, but a value of at least one of its subtypes does match, the attribute type of a
matching subtype is returned (in accordance with the standards) in the protocol
element introduced for the purpose by the 1993 X.500 standards

l When matching an attribute value by using a filter in a search operation, each match
is taken as equivalent to a logical OR of a corresponding match of the attribute and
each of its subtypes

As prescribed by the 1993 Directory Standards, attribute subtyping does not affect update
operations, nor does it affect access control.

Collective Attribute Support

DirX supports collective attributes. The definition of a particular collective attribute takes
place within the framework of the Directory Administrative Model. DirX supports both
Collective Attribute Specific Areas and Collective Attribute Inner Areas.

The DirX DSA supports the use of the collective-exclusions operational attribute, which
permits a user to exclude all collective attributes (using the special exclude-all-collective-
attributes value) or specific collective attributes from an entry.

The DirX DSA does not support the use of collective attributes in filters.

Checking-Rule and Matching-Rule Algorithm Support

In addition to the support of tabular information, attributes require algorithmic support in
terms of:

l Checking-rule algorithms, which ensure that each attribute value is of valid attribute
syntax

l Matching-rule algorithms, which enable two values to be compared, or, in the case of
substring matches, enable a pattern supplied in a search filter to be matched against
the stored value of an attribute in the database

These algorithms are essentially static. However, it must be possible to extend a DSA’s
algorithmic support from time to time with no more than the minimal disruption to the
directory service. DirX isolates its checking-rule and matching-rule algorithms (as well as
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other classes of algorithm) into a dynamically-linked shared library so that a DSA’s
capability can be very quickly extended; the new software is brought into action on
system restart.

3.3.3 Object Classes and Content Rules

DirX supports the 1993 Directory Standards model of object classes and content rules; all
of the object classes defined in X.521 are supported. Entry content within the scope of a
subschema-administrative-specific-point is regulated by object class and content rules.
Content rules also regulate the presence of auxiliary object classes.

DirX also supports the definition and administration of custom object classes. Directory
administrators can create and modify content rules as needed.

3.3.4 Structure Rules and Name Forms

DirX regulates DIT structure by the application of administrator-defined DIT structure
rules in accordance with the 1993 Directory Standards. Each entry contains a structural-
object-class attribute, computed from the supplied object class attribute by selecting the
lower-most structural object class value supplied. Ordinary entries can only be created
using an add-entry operation if the name form and structural-object-class values fit at
least one structure rule in the particular region of the DIT within which it is being created.
(Autonomous administrative points are an example of a type of entry which cannot be
created in this way).

Structure rules are not subsequently checked, except for the root entry of a subtree that is
being moved using a modify-DN operation.

DirX supports all of the name forms defined in X.521. DirX also supports the definition
and administration of custom name forms. Directory administrators can create and modify
structure rules as needed.

3.3.5 Matching Rules Support

DirX supports the matching rules defined in X.521, and supports phonetic rules for finding
entries with similar values. The following table lists the matching rules defined in the 1993
standards and the corresponding DirX support for them.
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Table 9: Matching Rules
equality ordering substring first-

component
(note 2)

access-point-match yes - - -
bit-string-match yes no no no
boolean-match yes - - no
case-exact-match yes yes yes no
case-ignore-match yes yes yes yes
case-ignore-list-match yes no yes no
directory-string-match no no no yes
distinguished-name-match yes - - yes
generalized-time-match yes yes - no
integer-match yes yes - yes
key-word-match yes - - -
master-shadow-access-point-match yes - - -
numeric-match yes yes yes no
object identifier-match yes - - yes
octet-string-match yes yes yes no
phonetic-match (English SOUNDEX) yes - - -
presentation-address-match yes - - -
protocol-information-match yes - - no
suppliers-and-consumers-match yes - - -
supplier-or-consumer-Info-match yes - - -
telephone-number-match yes - yes no
unique-member-match yes - - -
UTC-time-match yes yes - no
word-match yes - - -

Notes:

1. In this table, entries for which no generally usable matching rule is defined are
marked with hyphens (for example, object identifiers have no useful ordering or
substring matching).

2. First-component matching rules are equality matching rules which apply to
information comprising a sequence of components. The match takes place on the first
component only, the remaining components being ignored for matching purposes.
The first component is used as a label for the remainder of the components, and is
useful for operational attributes.

DirX supports the identification of attribute matching rules as separate elements from
attribute syntaxes, which makes it possible to search attributes in several ways.
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3.3.6 System Schema Support

The DirX DSA comprehensively supports the system schema as defined in the 1993
Directory Standards. It supports all three forms of operational attribute:

l Directory

l DSA-specific

l DSA-shared

The 1993 Directory Standards define operational attributes as a means of holding and
manipulating information that is used for purposes internal to the directory service. The
DirX DSA extends this approach to hold policy and configuration attributes that support
DirX features and facilities. The next sections describe DirX support for the standard
operational attributes. The “DSA Management” section describes the DirX policy and
configuration operational attributes.

Directory Operational Attributes

The following table lists the directory operational attributes defined in the 1993 Directory
Standards and the corresponding DirX support for them.

Table 10: DirX Support of Standard Directory Operational Attributes

Operational Attribute Values (where applicable) Supported
access-control-scheme basic-access-control-scheme

simplified-access-control-
scheme

yes
yes

administrative-role autonomous-area
access-control-specific-area
access-control-inner-area
subschema-admin-specific-
area
collective-attribute-specific-area
collective-attribute-inner-area

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes

attribute-types yes
collective-exclusions specific collective attributes

 exclude-all-collective-attributes
yes
yes

create-timestamp yes
creators-name yes
DIT-content-rules yes
DIT-structure-rules yes
entry-ACI yes
governing-structure-rule yes
matching-rules yes
matching-rule-use yes
modifiers-name yes
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Operational Attribute Values (where applicable) Supported
modify-time-stamp yes
name-forms yes
object-class user object classes, plus

subentry
access-control-subentry
collective-attribute-subentry
subschema

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

object-classes yes
prescriptive-ACI yes
structural-object-class yes
subentry-ACI yes
subtree-specification See  Table 12: Subtree

Specification Support
yes

Directory operational attributes are accessible using DAP, and can therefore be accessed
across the directory service by DUAs (subject to access controls). DUAs used in this way
have no special requirements, apart from the need to support the syntax adequately.

DSA-Specific and DSA-Shared Attributes

The following table lists the DSA-specific and DSA-shared operational attributes specified
in the 1993 standard and the corresponding DirX support for them.

Table 11: Support of DSA-Specific and DSA-Shared Attributes

Operational Attribute DSA-
specific or

DSA-shared

Supported

DSE-type DSA-specific yes
my-access-point DSA-specific yes
superior-knowledge DSA-specific yes
specific-knowledge DSA-shared yes
non-specific-knowledge DSA-shared yes
supplier-knowledge DSA-specific yes
consumer-knowledge DSA-specific yes
secondary-shadows DSA-specific yes

DSA-specific and DSA-shared operational attributes are not normally directly accessible
using DAP. They can in most cases be accessed using the DirX administration tools.

The DirX DSA also supports special DSA-specific operational attributes that are defined
and used to control the configuration and policy characteristics of a particular DSA
specific to the DSA’s own features. These attributes are described in more detail in the
“DSA Management” section.
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3.4 Directory Administrative Model Support
The DirX DSA supports the Directory Administrative Model in terms of:

l Administrative points for subschema, access control, and collective attributes

l Subentries

It also uses the Directory Administrative Model for access control, collective attributes and
the subschema.

Within subentries, subtree-specification attributes are supported as defined in Table 12,
so as to delimit the scope of application of policies.

Table 12: Subtree-Specification Support

Feature Purpose Support
base Defines the point at which the subtree of

applicability starts
yes

chop-before/chop-after Defines the points beyond which the
subentry policies no longer apply

for
shadowing

maximum/minimum Defines the levels below the base
between which the subentry policies apply

for
shadowing

refinement Defines the object class values for entries
to which the subentry policies apply

yes

3.5 Distinguished Name Support
In nearly all cases, the DirX DSA holds distinguished names internally in the form of a
short (4-byte) reference, which is the internal reference to the DSE to which each name
refers. This has a number of effects:

1. The storage of names is very compact.

2. Comparison of two names held internally can be done simply by comparing the
references.

3. When names change as a result of modify-DN operations, they appear automatically
to change wherever they are used. For example, if a user’s distinguished name was
changed by a modify-DN, any access control privileges given to the user with the
DSA remain valid with the new DN.

Note:
The 1993 X.500 standards expect references to be repaired, but anticipate that this must
be done manually, rather than automatically (as with DirX DSAs). Manual repair is still
necessary with access control references held in other DSAs and with names embedded
in certificates and non-standard attributes. The name cannot change in a certificate
containing a user’s public key without invalidating it, since certificates are sealed with a
digital signature.
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Each reference must be converted back into a name when used. Therefore, for each
name known to the DSA, the DSA stores and maintains a DSE corresponding to the
name (typically, just enough to allow the distinguished name to be computed
conveniently).

3.6 Security Model Support
The 1993 Directory Standards define two levels of security:

l Authentication (DUA to DSA, or DSA to DSA), to identify the originator of a query to
the directory service

l Access control, to restrict access to authorized users

and they prescribe protocols and procedures associated with these features. DirX
supports a large number of features defined in the 1993 Directory Standards Security
Model. DirX also augments the standard Security Model with the support of DSA policy
operational attributes that can be used to establish trust relationships between DSAs;
these trust relationships can be used to limit access by unknown or insecure DSAs.

DirX also supports X.509V3 (1997) certificates and their standardized extensions. As a
result, the DirX DSA supports the storage of certificates and revocation lists which can be
produced by Certification Authorities.

The next sections summarize how DirX supports authentication and access control as
defined in the 1993 Directory Standards. The “DSA Management” section describes the
DirX DSA policy attributes for implementing trusted DSA relationships.

3.6.1 Authentication Support

DirX supports the basic directory-prescribed authentication mechanism for the
authentication of DUAs using the DAP protocol and for the mutual authentication of DSAs
using the DSP, or DISP protocols:

l Bind authentication using name with or without password (simple unprotected
authentication)

l Bind authentication using name with encrypted password (simple protected
authentication)

In the case of simple authentication, user passwords are available from the
corresponding user entries in the database. In order to protect passwords from inspection
(for example, by hexdumping database files), they are stored in the DirX DSA database in
encrypted form. DSA passwords used for DSA-to-DSA authentication are not normally
available in DIT entries, and must be supplied as part of the information about
cooperating DSAs. The DSA’s own passwords are similarly stored (a DirX DSA can
maintain a distinct password for each DSA with which it cooperates using DSP, or DISP).

Authentication in the distributed directory, when using simple authentication, requires the
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originator to be identified by the first DSA encountered. The value of the originator is then
passed from DSA to DSA when chaining occurs. The DirX DSA maintains a table of
trusted DSAs, and runs appropriate procedures on the authentication level element of the
DSP protocol so that the originator, as supplied by an untrusted DSA, is discarded. This
results in the user having the same access rights as one who has bound to the DSA
anonymously.

In addition to the simple authentication procedures, the DirX DSA is designed to support
strong authentication based on public key cryptography. The following services are
supported by the DirX DSA:

• Strong authenticated bind for DAP, DSP, and DISP

• Signed DAP and DSP operations and results

The design of the DSA allows for an integration of existing security infrastructures to
obtain these services without major changes in the software. The Cryptographic
Subsystem is expected to be accessible via a GCS API (Generic Cryptographic Services
API) type of interface.

Directory access control procedures require not only the identity of the user but also an
assessment of the quality of authentication. The assessment can include factors such as:

l The original means of authentication (if known)

l The identity itself

l Whether the DSAs involved in forwarding the operation have been registered as
trusted.

And, when strong authentication takes place:

l The reliability of the Certification Authority

l Whether the operation requiring access control has been signed by the user

The DirX DSA implements procedures to assess the reliability of the identification process
based on the originator and authentication-level elements of the DSP protocol as well as
on locally available information. These procedures are regulated by the DSA policy
operational attribute, which allows DirX administrators to have close control of the
authentication process.

3.6.2 Access Control Support

The DirX DSA supports both Basic Access Control (BAC) and Simplified Access Control
(SAC) at the entry and attribute level based on the use of the Directory Administrative
Model. All three Access Control Information (ACI) operational attributes are supported to
control access to entries, subentries, and attributes:

l Prescriptive-ACI

l Entry-ACI (not used with Simplified Access Control)
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l Subentry-ACI

These operational attributes can be accessed (subject to their own access control) using
the DirX administration tools DirXmanage and dirxadm.

The DirX DSA does not currently support access control on specific attribute values. If the
requestor is not allowed to read the DN of an entry neither the DN nor the entry itself is
returned.

The support of access control requires several technical provisions:

1. Support of subentries in accordance with the Directory Administrative Model to
provide access control policies applicable to regions of the DIT and to entries of
particular object classes within those regions. Access to these policies must be
extremely efficient since a single operation can require policy information many times,
perhaps thousands of times if a search operation is to return information about a large
number of entries. DirX achieves the necessary efficiency by keeping all access
control policy information in local cache memory, ready for immediate use, with short-
cut mechanisms to access the relevant information.

2. Rapid access to access control information within entries being accessed. DirX
achieves this access by maintaining access control information at the beginning of the
collection of entry information stored in the DSE of each entry held in the database,
so that it can quickly be found and unpacked.

3. The presence of procedures at points of the operation procedures where granting
access or denying access to entries and attributes must be checked, or where
permissions to reveal their presence need to be verified.

4. Efficient implementation of the standard Access Control Decision Function, which
processes access control information (policies and entry access control information)
in order to make decisions about access to specific protected objects.

DirX maintains DSA performance in the presence of access control by keeping all access
control policy information in local cache memory, ready for immediate use.

3.7 Shadowing Support
DirX DSAs support the DISP shadowing protocol, as described by the 1993 Directory
Standards, for the replication of information between two DSAs, including access control,
collective attribute and schema information. DirX DSAs support the main features of
shadowing:

l Units of replication can be shadowed, provided that they comprise one naming
context including subordinate references. DirX supports selection of entries by object
class within the subtree or attribute selection.

l Both supplier and consumer-initiated shadowing are supported (coordinate-shadow-
update and request-shadow-update)
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l Both incremental-refresh and total-refresh operations are supported

l Periodic update and update on change are supported

l Secondary shadowing is supported. Note that the shadowing agreement for the
secondary shadow always represents the same unit of replication.

l Overlapping units of replication are supported.

3.7.1 Managing Shadowing Operational Bindings

Shadowing is managed in DirX by establishing an operational binding between pairs of
DSAs. The operational binding is represented by the Cooperating-DSA operational
attribute in each DSA, which contains the details of the shadowing agreement between
the two DSAs, together with administrative information about the agreement. The
operational binding is managed by using the DirXmanage or dirxadm tools.

3.7.2 Requirements to a DSA for Shadowing

The shadowing subsystem is complex and affects nearly every aspect of DirX DSA
operation. On the supplier side, for each shadowing agreement, a record is made of all
changes after at least one shadowing agreement is activated. The DirX DSA analyzes the
records, filters the records according to the different units of replication, and stores them
depending on the particular unit of replication. The primary record is deleted. A new filled
record is stored for each shadowing agreement. It can be optimized by creating a cluster
of shadowing agreements that provide the same unit of replication.

When a shadowing agreement is activated, and from time to time afterwards, a DISP
association is established, and the shadow is generated and transmitted. Shadowing can
be supplier-initiated or consumer-initiated. The protocol initially transmits the complete
unit of replication. Subsequently, only changes to the unit of replication are normally
transmitted using the record mechanism previously described.

On the consumer side, the receipt of shadow information, either total-refresh or
incremental-refresh, results in the need to create, modify, or remove shadowed entries.
When secondary shadowing is supported, the consumer DSA acts as a supplier following
the receipt of new shadowed information (but not necessarily immediately, since the
timing requirements for the secondary shadow can be administered completely
differently).

Entries may be shadowed more than once when the units of replication overlap; this
situation will be common, since the unit of replication extends up to the root.

An interrogation operation always returns an aggregate of all information, including non-
shadow (master) information and shadow information. In the example shown in the
following figure, two units of replication share an administrative point and its subentries,
although the replicated areas do not overlap.
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Figure 27: Overlapping Units of Replication

The Shadow Journal

The DirX DSA maintains a database called the shadow journal. The shadow journal
consists of a primary journal and a shadow operational binding (SOB) journal for each
shadow agreement created. The DirX DSA analyzes all changes and creates a record in
each SOB journal to which the change belongs. The entire record is immediately deleted.

Each SOB journal is divided into time segments; each time segment contains all of the
update information collected during a given interval of time. If an error occurs during the
transmission of a time segment, the DSA retains the segment and retransmits it after an
specific time period has passed. If all of the changes within all time segments up to the
current time segment are successfully transmitted, a new time segment is started and the
old ones are deleted.

An administrator may cluster shadowing agreements (shadow jobs) if the unit of
replication is the same.

Creating Shadow Updates

Shadowing activity is initiated when a shadowing agreement is created and activated,
and, afterwards, periodically or following a change in the information to be shadowed,
depending on the configured shadowing policy. After a DISP association has been
started, the shadow supplier decides whether total refresh or incremental refresh is
required. Usually incremental refresh is used, but total refresh is required initially, and
may be required if the consumer DSA has detected a problem in previously-received
shadow information that can only be eliminated by loading the complete set of shadowed
information.

The generation of total refresh information involves stepping down through the tree that
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represents the unit of replication and extracting the necessary information from each
entry accessing the database. The resulting protocol data directly represents the tree-
shaped information. The shadow journal is not involved at all in the generation of total
refresh data.

The generation of incremental refresh information requires the DSA to extract updates
relevant to the agreement from the dedicated sob journal file. This update information is
then collated to create a tree of incremental updates that correspond to each shape of the
tree and the sequence of changes. Consecutive changes for each entry are merged, if
possible. For example, changes to the values of an attribute, followed by the later
deletion of the complete entry, are consolidated into a simple deletion of the entry. When
all changes have been processed in this way, the complete protocol data are transferred.
The IDB interface is not used to create incremental SDSE information.

Receiving Shadow Information

On the consumer side, incoming DISP protocol data is used to build or modify the entry
tree within a DirX DSA by accessing the database. For any particular name of an entry,
the master information (if any), and the information from each agreement is kept distinct.
All information shares a single entry in the database. When accessing the database
subsequently for a particular entry, it is possible to obtain particular shadow information or
master information (if present), or aggregate information (taking the most recently
received as authoritative).

3.8 DSA Management
Management features of the DirX DSA cover four general topics:

l Management of the DIT

l Management of the distributed directory

l Management of the authentication of users and DSAs

l Management of the operation of a DSA, including optimization features

Management control in the directory is mainly exercised by establishing management
information in DSAs as follows:

1. By directly manipulating the DIT and its contents using DUAs, because the
management information is embedded in the DIT in accordance with the Directory
Information Model.

2. By modeling management information in the form of DSA operational attributes, for
access by administration tools such as DirXmanage and dirxadm. Some of these
operational attributes are standard; others are defined to support DirX features.

3. By using DSA policy attributes of the root DSE.

4. By representing local configuration information in configuration files using
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environment variables as pointers.

5. By direct administrator action; directory administrators may need to carry out some
management activities in the directory directly.

The next sections summarize the general way in which management objectives are
carried out in DirX.

Management within the DIT

DirX supports normal operational access to the DIT, subject to schema and access
control rules. This access can be carried out using standard DUAs such as dirxcp, or by
using administration tools such as DirXmanage and dirxadm, or by bulk-loading (for
which dirxcp is also suitable).

Normal operational access can also be used in most cases to establish and modify
policies that are held within the framework of the Directory Information Tree, as described
by the X.500 Directory Standards.

Features of the Directory Administrative Model can be set up in the DIT, subject to normal
access control:

l Administrative points of all kinds, including specification of the administrative-role,
access-control-scheme and subentry-ACI attributes

l Subentries, including their subtree-specification attributes

l Prescriptive-access-control attributes within access-control-subentries

l Collective-attributes within collective-attribute subentries

l Schema management attributes within subschema subentries

Since DirX supports shadowing, administrators do not have to worry about the distribution
of access control and other policy information for shadowed information, because the
shadowing protocol handles it automatically.

Management with DSA Operational Attributes

The Directory Standards define the DSA operational attributes listed in Table 11, Support
of DSA-Specific and DSA-Shared Attributes, to model information that requires
management when managing the distributed directory. DirX DSAs support the direct
management of most of these operational attributes with the DirXmanage and dirxadm
tools. DirX DSAs also support the following operational attributes:

l DirX-Administrators—lists the distinguished names of users who are authorized to
bind to the DSA with dirxadm and DirXmanage

l Cooperating-DSA—lists the operational bindings between this DSA and other DSAs

l Current-time-segment—identifies the time segment in use for the shadow journal

Directory administrators can use dirxadm and DirXmanage to access the DirX-
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Administrators and Cooperating-DSA attributes. However, they cannot directly manage
the Current-time-segment attribute.

Information established in operational attributes is immediately effective.

DirX DSAs also support a feature whereby presentation addresses of DSAs are stored
once and referenced, rather than stored separately for every knowledge reference held in
the DSA. This means that an administrator can very simply change the known address of
a DSA, with immediate effect, for whatever purpose the information is used.

Management with Policy Attributes

In addition to standard operational attributes, DirX DSAs support a set of policy attributes,
held in the root DSE, which can be used to regulate specific operational behavior. These
attributes can only be accessed using DirXmanage and dirxadm. The policy attributes
are (in alphabetical order):

l audit-policy—controls the auditing facility on the DSA, such as whether or not auditing
is enabled, how audit log file overflow is to be handled, and the level of auditing to be
performed on DirX transactions

l DSA-policy—controls a DSA’s method of interaction with other DSAs. Policies defined
in this attribute include:

− Relationship, such as whether the other DSA is “trusted” for chaining, whether the
other DSA is considered to be in the same DMD, and so on

− Parts of the DIT for which the DSA would be able to hold subordinate naming
contexts

− The number of seconds the DSA will wait before closing an idle DSP connection

− The number of seconds the DSA will wait before aborting a connection with a
non-responding partner

− Authentication procedures for DSP and DISP operations (passwords used for
mutual authentication between DSAs)

− Error recovery of shadowing agreements

l local-scope-policy—specifies that the local-scope service control is to be taken as
meaning “within this DSA” or “within a local domain” or “within a DMD”

l search-base-policy—specifies the topmost level in the DIT at which a search
operation can be started. DAP and DSP search requests for subtrees are rejected if
the base object contains fewer RDNs than specified in this policy

l time-limit-policy—specifies the maximum time limit for search operations that the DSA
accepts in user requests.

l user-policy—specifies a set of limits to be placed on users in particular subtrees of the
DIT, over and above any access control permissions that they may have, for example:
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− Whether they can initiate chained operations or modify operations

− Timeout, size and priority limits

− The users’ required authentication method

Management by Direct Administrator Action

Administrators are capable of initiating certain actions—in each case as the result of
using an administration tool such as DirXmanage and dirxadm. Information about such
actions is summarized in the sections on DirXmanage and dirxadm.

3.9 Audit Logging
The purpose of audit logging is to record information about interactions with the directory
for subsequent use. Recorded information includes:

l The session id to identify the connection

l The protocol used to access the DSA (for example, DSP)

l The identity of the accesser, if known

l The nature of the directory operation, with a timestamp, duration, and a summary of
its arguments

l The result of the operation or the reason for failure

This information is placed in an audit log file, and can be used to analyze traffic or to
support billing and accounting.

The tools for managing DirX auditing are:

l The dirxadm audit object and its operations, which is used to enable, configure, and
manage the auditing of DSA operations

l The dirxauddecode program, which is used to convert the binary format audit log file
generated by DirX auditing into a human-readable or program-readable format.

3.10 Backup and Recovery
DirX supports backup and recovery of the DirX database. Backup can be initiated using
dirxadm. While these processes are in operation, access to DirX is restricted. The
database is frozen so that the backed-up or recovered state always corresponds to the
completion of the last update operation.

DirX supports recovery using the underlying tools for the ISAM database that is used for
local storage of directory and configuration information.
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3.11 Communications Support
DirX uses the upper-layer OSI stack in full conformance with the Directory Standards, as
described in “Directory Protocols” in Chapter 1 and illustrated in Figure 22, “Protocol
Stacks”. For DAP. DSP, and DISP, this usage comprises the Session and Presentation
layers, together with the Association Control Service Element (ACSE) and the Remote
Operations Service Element (ROSE). The principal option for lower layers is the use of
the RFC1006 layer, which provides an OSI transport service over TCP/IP
communications. This service is used in conjunction with Presentation Addresses. DirX
also supports TP4 over CLNP and TP0 and TP2 over X.25, and supports RPC access by
DirX administrative tools.

3.12 Character Sets Support
The DirX DSA uses the Basic Multilingual Plane (BMP) of ISO/IEC10646 to represent
characters in directory strings when stored in the database. BMP provides a 2-byte
representation of all of the characters available within the Printable Strings and T61
Strings (Teletex Strings) repertoires defined for the 1988 X.500 Directory Standards, plus
a number of others (for example, the Korean Hangul script).

At present, the DirX DSA supports conversions between alternative representations only
from T61 String character repertoires 102 and 103 into BMP. The information stored in the
directory is maintained in its original form, but is converted as necessary to a standard
form based on BMP for comparisons and searches.

3.13 Integration with Windows NT
DirX is tightly integrated with the Windows NT operating system and administration tools:

l The DSA and the LDAP server run as Windows NT server services

l The DirX administration tools support Windows NT unified login

l DirX supports both TCP/IP and IPX/SPX

l DirX is installable using Systems Management Server (SMS)

DirX can be monitored with Windows NT Event Viewer and Performance Monitor.
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Chapter

4 DirX Components

The DirX product suite can be viewed as a subsystem within the collection of DUAs,
DSAs, and other components that forms a practical X.500 directory service. Figure 28
illustrates the internal architecture of the DirX product suite and the relationships between
the internal and external components.

Figure 28: DirX Architecture
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4.1 The DirX DSA
The DirX DSA is the central component of the DirX product. Its main function is to support
the protocol and procedures of the Directory Access Protocol (DAP) and the Directory
System Protocol (DSP); it supports the operations of the X.500 standards not only in
accessing the local data base, but also in passing on queries to other DSAs and
consolidating the result, in accordance with X.500 procedures for distributed operations.
The DirX DSA supports shadowing with the Directory Information Shadowing Protocol
(DISP). This protocol permits the automatic shadowing of naming contexts and subtrees
within naming contexts from one DSA to another. Because DirX uses a standard protocol,
it can interoperate in shadowing with other standards-compliant DSAs that support DISP.
The DirX DSA supports the X.500 directory protocols either over OSI communications or
over TCP/IP with the RFC1006 adaptation to support OSI TP0 (Class 0 transport).

The DirX DSA is accessible using any standards-compliant DUA. These DUAs are not
required to support the 1993 Directory Standard protocol features, although some of the
DSA’s capabilities will only be available to DUAs that do provide this support. Remote
DUAs access the DirX DSA either directly or through other DSAs.

The DirX DSA protects information within its part of the Directory Information Tree from
illicit access by ensuring that users are adequately authenticated and by the application
of access control. The information structure is controlled in accordance with locally-
defined subschema requirements.

The main database component is based on an ISAM implementation that supports
threads. The mapping to ISAM indexes and records is designed to optimize search and
other operations. Information that is frequently required, such as information used for
making access control decisions, is pre-organized into dynamic data structures that are
held in local cache memory for immediate use. The database is transaction-secured and
supports rollback should a disk failure occur.

The DirX DSA itself is implemented in a single process using a threads-based
architecture. Threads permit multi-tasking and provide a convenient solution to the
requirement for the DSA to support many simultaneous activities, some of which may be
suspended while awaiting the result of queries to other DSAs or the completion of
database accesses. The DSA process is accessible using RPC (for example, by
DirXmanage and dirxadm management tools), which allows access by co-located or non
co-located applications. The RPC interface definition represents a management API that
is applicable to a variety of tools.
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Monitoring of DirX DSA activity is carried out by accessing a Management Information
Base (MIB), which supplies usage statistics about DirX at the OSI application level. DirX
supports the following MIBs:

l The Network Services Monitoring MIB (RFC1565), which contains the elements
common to the monitoring of any OSI network service application. This information
includes a table of all monitorable network service appIications, a count of the
associations (connections) to each application, and basic information about the
parameters and status of each application-related association.

l The X.500 Directory Monitoring MIB (RFC1567), which covers the portion that is
specific to the DSA application. The information contained in this MIB includes the
process related aspects—resource utilization of the DSA—and the network related
aspects, for example, inbound-associations, outbound-associations, operational
status, DSA operation, and performance.

DirX administrators can use the data in these MIBs to profile the DSA’s usage and
evaluate its configuration.

The following table summarizes some of the characteristics of the DirX DSA.
Table 13: DirX DSA Characteristics

Characteristic DirX
Compliance X.500 1993 Edition

ISO/IEC ISPs 10615, 10616 (‘88 standards)
Hardware/software
platforms

PC (Intel)                    Windows NT
UNIX servers               SINIX/UNIX

Communications
environment

TCP/IP + RFC1006
OSI communications support:
⇒ TP4 over CLNP
⇒ TP0, TP2 over X.25
IPX/SPX + RFC 1006

Schema: attributes X.520
X.402
X.509 attributes (for example, user-certificates)
Support of other attributes is configurable, subject to
the availability of the syntax and matching-rule
support required by its definition

Schema: object classes Fully configurable
Schema: name forms Fully configurable
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The DirX DSA has no hard limits in the following areas:

l Number of simultaneous associations (DAP, DSP)

l Number of simultaneous users (DAP, DSP)

l Maximum number of entries

l Number of naming contexts

l Number of subordinate references

However, configurable administrative limits can in some cases be applied using the DirX
administration tools.

4.2 DirX Directory Service Administration Tools
DirX offers three main administrative tools for the configuration and management of the
DirX directory service:

l The dirxcp program

l The dirxadm program

l The DirXmanage graphical administrative interface

The dirxcp and dirxadm programs are the two primary administration tools for
configuring and maintaining a DirX DSA on UNIX platforms, while the DirXmanage
program is the administration tool for managing DirX on Windows NT.

The next sections provide more details about the capabilities and architecture of these
tools.

4.2.1 The dirxcp Program

The dirxcp program is a command-line DUA that communicates with DSAs (DirX and
other X.500 DSAs) over the standard X.500 directory access protocol (DAP). The dirxcp
program can do anything that a DUA can do, and is designed to be the primary tool for
directory service administration. However, because the DAP protocol does not support
some DSA administration tasks, both dirxadm and dirxcp must be used to configure and
manage DirX DSAs.

The dirxcp program (and dirxadm) is built on a portable command language called the
tool command language (Tcl). Tcl permits the use of variables, if statements, list
processing functions, loop functions, and many other features commonly found in
command languages. Because dirxcp and dirxadm are integrated with Tcl, DirX
administrators can use Tcl built-in commands and variables in conjunction with dirxcp
(and dirxadm) commands. They can also write Tcl scripts that combine dirxcp (and
dirxadm) and Tcl commands; this feature allows them to simplify the process of issuing
complex administrative commands.
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The dirxcp program (and dirxadm) can be used in interactive mode, where you enter
individual commands and the program displays the result, or in command mode, where
you can issue a series of commands, or invoke a script.

For each directory operation there is a corresponding dirxcp operation. The dirxcp
operations are:

l bind (mapping to the bind directory operation, anonymous, simple unprotected or
protected authentication only)

l create (mapping to the add-entry directory operation)

l delete (mapping to the remove-entry directory operation)

l modify (mapping to the modify-entry directory operation, or for modifying service
controls)

l compare (mapping to the compare directory operation)

l list (mapping to the list directory operation)

l moddn (mapping to the modify-DN directory operation with same superior)

l show (mapping to the read directory operation, or for displaying service controls)

l search (mapping to the search directory operation)

l help

l operations

Object, operation and option names can be supplied abbreviated to the shortest unique
form. The interface is synchronous, except that CTRL/C can be used to create an
abandon operation for read, compare, list, and search operations. The function of
dirxcp is guided by standard initialization scripts that users can change.

The dirxcp program can be used as a local DUA using loop-backed communications or
as a DUA accessing the DSA from a remote platform, as shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29: dirxcp (loopback or remote)
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4.2.2 The dirxadm Program

The dirxadm program is a command-line DSA management tool that communicates with
local or remote DSAs using RPC protocol. The dirxadm program combines all the
facilities needed to manage a DSA into a single package. It provides complete
management control over the DirX database and its contents, and also controls its
general behavior, such as starting and stopping the DSA.

The dirxadm program is not a DUA, since it does not give direct access to distributed
operations. Nevertheless, it can be used like a DUA to add, read, modify and remove
entries in the local database. Unlike dirxcp, the dirxadm program can only be used with
DirX DSAs. The function of dirxadm is guided by standard initialization scripts that
directory administrators can change.

Like dirxcp, the dirxadm program is built on the Tcl language. Consequently, DirX
administrators can use Tcl built-in commands and variables in conjunction with dirxadm
(and dirxcp) commands and can develop Tcl scripts that combine dirxcp (and dirxadm)
and Tcl commands.

The dirxadm program provides facilities for:

l Audit logging (through the audit object)

l Database configuration and optimization (through the db object)

l DSE management (through the dse object)

l DSA schema management (through the gs object)

l Directory MIB display (through the nmi object)

l Operational binding administration (through the ob object)

l General system administration functions (through the sys object)

The powerful facilities of dirxadm make it unsuitable for deployment for ordinary
administrative use: it is intended for use by administrators who possess significant
experience managing X.500 directory services. Consequently, each DirX DSA supports
an operational attribute called the DirX Administrators (DADM) attribute that controls the
ability to use dirxadm (and DirXmanage) on a given DSA. Only the distinguished names
of the administrators present in the DirX Administrators operational attribute are allowed
to bind with dirxadm (or DirXmanage) to a DirX DSA.

The main features of the dirxadm facilities are described in the next sections. To support
these facilities, dirxadm supports comprehensive help on each operation and facility.
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Audit Logging

The dirxadm facilities for auditing DirX DSA transactions include:

l Enabling and disabling audit logging

l Setting the level of auditing to select the types of transactions that are to be recorded
(entry, attribute, or attribute value)

l Managing the audit log file, which includes setting the log file maximum size and
establishing the actions to take when the maximum size is reached.

A separate DirX administration program (dirxauddecode) is provided to convert binary
audit log files into human-readable or accounting/billing program-readable format.

Database Configuration and Optimization

The dirxadm facilities for database administration include reconfiguring the attribute
indexes, as used for search optimization, when new indexes are required or when old
ones are no longer required.

 If all attributes are stored in a common database record, the facilities also support the
configuration of those attributes such that large attributes are stored in separate records.

DSE Management

Facilities of this class are concerned with the manipulation of DSEs, and of any kind of
operational attribute within them to achieve particular aims. Examples are:

l Creating or modifying policy attributes

l Creating autonomous administrative points

l Creating or updating subordinate references, cross-references, first-level references,
and other forms of knowledge reference

The dirxadm program permits an administrator to bypass access control information, so
that situations where users are locked out of a part of the DIT can be remedied.

DSA Schema Administration

Facilities for managing the DSA schema include facilities to extend the standard schema
by adding new attribute types, object classes, and name forms.

Directory MIB Display

Facilities of this class consist of operations to display the DirX MIBs and MIB tables.
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Operational Bindings Administration

Facilities of this class are concerned with the management of operational bindings
between DSAs, in particular, the management of shadowing agreements for shadow
operational bindings. The available facilities include ones for:

l Creating the shadowing agreement between two DSAs and returning the operational
binding ID of the agreement

l Modifying shadow agreements

l Deleting an operational binding

l Activating and deactivating shadowing.

l Changing the my-access-point attribute for a DSA

System Administration

Facilities for system administration include:

l Starting and stopping the DirX DSA

l Starting and stopping DirX DSA diagnostic logging (exception and trace logging)

l Displaying DSA operational status

l DirX database backup and restore

Note that trace log files are not human-readable. DirX provides a binary log file analyzer
called dirxdumplog to process the log file into human-readable format.

4.2.3 The DirXmanage Graphical Administration Interface

DirXmanage is a GUI-based administration tool that directory administrators can use to
configure and maintain a DirX DSA locally on Windows NT systems and remotely on both
UNIX and Windows NT systems. DirXmanage consists of a directory browser that is very
similar to Microsoft Explorer and an administrative interface that provides the same
functions as the dirxcp and dirxadm programs. The DirXmanage browser enables the
administrator to view administrative entries (DSEs) in the DIT that are not visible to
directory users as well as viewing user entries. The administrative interface enables the
administrator to perform sensitive DSA management operations that directory users are
not permitted to perform as well as performing user-permissible operations.
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Using the DirXmanage Explorer-like interface, the administrator can:

l Browse the DIT, including viewing the properties of entries and attributes and
searching on entries in the DIT

l Manage entries in the DIT, including creating, removing, and modifying entries and
attributes

l Create and manage DSEs, including aliases, glues, knowledge references, and
subentries

l Bootstrap and initialize a DSA (assisted by setup wizards)

l Create and manage shadowing operational bindings

l Manage a distributed DIT

l Create and manage subschema content rules and structure rules

l Manage the DSA schema

l Create and manage user and DSA policies

l Create and manage access control policies for entries and subentries

l Import, export, and export and merge the DirX abbreviation file (dirxabbr)

As with dirxadm, the ability of an administrator to access a particular DirX DSA with
DirXmanage can be controlled using the DirX Administrators operational attribute.

4.3 The LDAP Server
As discussed in Chapter 2, the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol, or LDAP, is used to
implement X.500 access from platforms that support TCP/IP access. LDAP has
established itself as the Internet standard for this purpose. DirX includes an LDAP server,
which supports LDAPv2 and LDAPv3 protocol. The DirX LDAP server provides access
from any LDAP client, such as DirXdiscover, Netscape Navigator or Microsoft Internet
Explorer, and can be configured to suit any directory schema.

The DirX LDAP server acts as a DUA. Like dirxcp, it can be used as a local DUA using
loop-backed communications, or as a DUA that accesses the DSA from a remote
platform. Note from Chapter 2 that the LDAP protocol does not support access to all
X.500 features and operations. The operations supported are bind, unbind, search,
compare, add, delete, modify, modify RDN, and abandon. Read and list operations
can be emulated using the search operation. Most, but not all, of the X.500 service
controls for directory operations are supported for the LDAP server.

The LDAP server runs as a separate process from the DirX DSA. On Windows NT
platforms, the process runs as an NT service and starts up automatically every time the
system is booted. Configuration of the LDAP server is performed with dirxadm or
DirXmanage.
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The dirxldap tool is used on UNIX systems to start, stop, and check the status of the
LDAP server. On UNIX, X.500 service controls for directory operations initiated by the
LDAP server are set in a DirX-supplied LDAP server configuration file which can be easily
modified or substituted with a customer-supplied file. Diagnostic log data is written to a
binary file that must be decoded with dirxdumplog, the DirX trace log file analyzer.

On Windows NT, the Settings menu in the Windows Control Panel can be used to start
and stop the LDAP server, just as it is used to start and stop any other NT service. As
with UNIX, diagnostic log data is written to a binary file that must be decoded with
dirxdumplog.

4.4 DirXweb
DirXweb is a World Wide Web gateway application that permits access by Web browsers
to read and search for information in the DirX Directory Service. DirXweb links the DirX
DSA with Internet or intranet Web servers. The Web browser uses the HTTP protocol to
communicate with the Web server in the Internet or intranet, which then uses the DirXweb
gateway to access the DirX DSA through the LDAP server. DirXweb can be used with any
Web browser

DirXweb features include:

l A simple search dialog

l Hit list and table support

l Browser functions (list form)

l A “view details” dialog

l LDAP access to the directory database

l Session contexts—users authenticate once, and then can perform a series of
operations without needing to re-authenticate

l Paged results—total search results are held in memory so that users can page
through them, either forwards or backwards

l Improved high-performance directory access

l The ability to make changes to the directory database (both user and administrator)

l Improved customizing functions on the server side
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DirXweb uses the Java servlet model for its Web server extension architecture. A servlet
is a mechanism for adding application-specific extensions to a Web server. The DirXweb
servlet is a servlet written to the Java Servlet API that extends a Web server to perform
directory access operations on the directory service from within a dynamically-generated
HTML page. The advantages of using the Java servlet model for Web server extensions
over native Web server APIs or CGI include:

l Platform independence—because the DirXweb servlet is written in Java, it doesn’t
matter what the underlying operating system is

l Browser independence—because DirXweb is a server-side program, it has no impact
on the way a Web browser functions. The Web browser continues to function in
exactly the same way as it did before DirXweb was present.

l High performance—CGI uses the process model to handle Web client requests: each
request spawns a separate process on the server to service the request.
Consequently, if many concurrent Web client requests are made to the server, its
performance can deteriorate significantly. Java servlets use the Java Virtual Machine
(JVM) threads model (which must be running on the Web server) to handle client
requests: each client request is processed in a separate JVM thread.

l Common API—With proprietary Web server APIs such as Netscape API (NSAPI) and
Microsoft Internet Information Server API (IISAPI), the servlet must be rewritten for
each Web server to be supported. Because Java Servlet API is a common API, the
same servlet can be developed once, then used on any Web server that supports the
JVM and the Java Servlet API.

DirXweb has several advantages over Windows directory client applications:

l DirXweb is server-centric. There is no additional software required for installation on
the PC, and the directory access mechanism—the Web browser—is already there.
Consequently, cost of ownership is low and version maintenance is on the server
side, instead of affecting hundreds of PC users.

l The directory service is accessible through DirXweb from both the intranet and the
Internet, giving world-wide access.

l DirXweb offers many ways to customize the look and feel of directory access. For
example, you can customize the graphical layout to reflect your corporate identify.

4.5 DirXmetahub
DirXmetahub is a set of distributed meta directory services that provide bi-directional
directory synchronization for all types of directory found in the marketplace today,
including:

l Internet LDAP directories, such as Netscape

l X.500 directories, such as DirX
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l NOS directories, such as Windows NT, Active Directory, and NDS

l Mail directories, such as Microsoft Exchange and Lotus Notes

l Human resource directories, such as PeopleSoft and SAP

l Relational databases, through an ODBC interface

l Other types of directories, such as PBX and CTI applications

DirXmetahub uses the DirX server (DSA) as its "meta directory store": the DirX server is
the enterprise directory to which other application-specific "connected directories" are
synchronized. Directory integration into the DirX server provides the following benefits:

l Consistency and data integrity

l A single point of administration using the DirX management tools or any other
administrative LDAP or DAP client

l The ability to keep connected directories up-to-date and provide additional data from
other sources, through export from the DirX server

DirXmetahub supports the following types of directory synchronization:

l Full and delta import from connected directories into the DirX server (create, modify
and delete)

l Full and delta export from the DirX server into connected directories (create, modify
and delete)

DirXmetahub services can directly import to and export from any DAP- or LDAP-enabled
connected directory. For other types of directory, DirXmetahub services import and export
data using structured files and file I/O.

With DirXmetahub, it is possible to achieve flexible modeling of the relationships between
the DirX server and the connected directories in terms of:

l Authoritative object and attribute control

l Fine-grained object and attribute filtering

The DirXmetahub components also provide extensive logging and reporting of directory
synchronization operations.

4.6 DirXdiscover
DirXdiscover is the DirX LDAP client. It is designed to run on Windows 95 and Windows
NT, and can be used to access any LDAP-enabled directory service. DirXdiscover is a
tool designed primarily for end users in corporate organizations. It permits these users to
find organization-related data—employee information, e-mail addresses, distribution lists,
and printer locations— in the directory easily and quickly and, if they are the owners of
such data, to keep it up-to-date. Administrators can also use DirXdiscover to maintain this
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organizational data.

The main features of DirXdiscover include:

l An interface that is easy to use and is essentially the same for both end users and
administrators

l Simple, fast updates to the directory database by users ( individual attributes in user
entry only) and administrators (complete user entry)

l Access to the information in the directory by any Windows office application that
supports standard Microsoft APIs

DirXdiscover uses a Multiple Document Interface (MDI) window similar to Microsoft Word
or Excel for its user interface. Users can create multiple views to the organizational data
in the directory (users, distribution lists, different address books) and can perform parallel
searches on the directory for different purposes. The layout of the DirXdiscover interface
can be customized (attribute names, screen form positions, tabs, and so on) for company
use. DirXdiscover features designed for the end user include:

l Simple search facilities, including database searches for one attribute and complex
search facilities for all attributes

l Direct entry and modification of individual attributes in an entry (subject to the
directory schema in force)

l A configurable user interface, which allows the user to set DirXdiscover
characteristics and store them on a multi-session basis. Settable characteristics
include the behavior of a field list when opened, the maximum number of hits, and the
duration of a search operation. The hit list itself can also be configured (number and
type of attributes, column display, sorting sequence).

l A graphical tree view of the directory for browsing in the directory tree

l A sample Word for Windows macro (based on a programmable Visual Basic macro,
which can be adapted to suit user requirements) that permits data from the directory
to be copied to the individual fields of a Word form

l A private personal address book to which data from the central address books can be
copied using drag-and-drop.

l A local, PC-based address book that is available on a non-networked laptop. This
feature provides quick access to a manageable number of entries and the ability to
annotate individual entries, and can be kept current using the DirXdiscover update
function.

Administrators can also use DirXdiscover to create and maintain complete entries using
the same basic interface with additional administrator functions (subject to the schema in
force). DirXdiscover uses a modern card-index format to display entries. Each entry
contains all of the user’s communications addresses (Internet, telephone, FAX, X.400,
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and so on).

To enable directory access from Windows office applications, DirXdiscover supports the
standard Microsoft APIs, including:

l Microsoft API (MAPI)

l Telephony API (TAPI)

l OLE automation

l OLE Custom Controls (OCX)

l Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE)

This support provides native Windows applications with LDAP access through the
standard APIs using their application-specific dialogs. In addition, applications can use
OCX to invoke DirXdiscover dialogs from within the application. DirXdiscover also
includes an integrated MAPI address provider that permits MAPI-enabled applications like
Microsoft Exchange and Lotus cc:Mail 7.0 to transfer data from an LDAP-enabled
directory.

DirXdiscover also supports file-based import and export of directory data directly from a
client. This feature enables the client to prepare data for other applications in file format
or through the clipboard; for example, to generate print lists or pass mail addresses to
non-MAPI-enabled mail clients. Export/import formats inclue OTI and configurable
Comma-Separated Value (CSV). Standard export formats provided include TXT as print
format, TXT as input for Word, standard letters and Excel tables, and a clipboard data
format. DirXdiscover can be used to define additional user-specific clipboard formats, for
example, to transfer email addresses to Microsoft Mail or Lotus Mail via copy/paste.
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Chapter

5 Glossary

abbreviation
A symbolic identifier that represents an OID or a component of a structured attribute. An OID
abbreviation can be used for matching rules, object classes, name forms, supported
application contexts, administrative roles, access control schemes, encoded information types
and attribute types. DirX provides a set of abbreviation-element mappings in the dirxabbr file,
which is provided with the DirX product.

access control
A security mechanism that regulates access to information on the basis of identity.

access point
A DSA name and address that can be used to establish a communication association.

administrative area
A subtree of the DIT viewed from the perspective of administration.

administrative authority
The agent of a Domain Management Organization (DMO) that has administrative control of
the entries stored within DSAs belonging to the organization.

administrative entry
An entry located at an administrative point. Administrative entries are the only kind of entry
that can have subentries as immediate superior entries, and are distinguished by having an
administrative-role attribute that regulates their relationship with the subschema, access
control, and collective attributes.

administrative point
The root vertex of an administrative area.

alias
An alternative name for an object.

anonymous bind
A bind operation that does not use authentication (no credentials are passed in the bind).

attribute
Information of a particular type to be associated with an object, and typically accessible within
a directory entry. An attribute consists of an attribute type and one or more attribute values.
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attribute type
The attribute component that identifies the class of information given by the attribute.

attribute syntax
The information on how an attribute’s value is to be represented. The dirxabbr file contains
the mappings between the attributes defined for the DirX product and their default attribute
syntaxes.

attribute value
An instance of the class of information indicated by the attribute type.

authentication
A security mechanism that verifies the identity of a user or directory service component.

autonomous administrative area
A subtree of the DIT whose entries are all administered by the same administrative authority.

auxiliary object class
An object class that describes entries or classes of entries and is not used for the structural
specification of the DIT. An auxiliary object class is typically associated with objects of a
variety of classes.

bind
The operation that initiates an association between a DUA and a DSA, or between two DSAs.
A bind optionally authenticates a user to the directory service. Within the association, one or
more operations can be performed. An association is terminated by an unbind operation or an
abort.

certificate
An attribute value that is used by the directory as a highly reliable means of publishing the
public key of some party (e.g. a user or other object). It contains the name of the certification
authority issuing the certificate, the name and public key of the party, together with expiration
time and other information. The certificate is made tamper-proof by being signed using the
private key of the issuing certification authority.

certification authority
A reliable authority for the publication of public keys to be used for authentication and other
purposes. A certification authority guarantees that the certificate is truly associated with the
party named by the certificate, and, in particular, that the named party owns the corresponding
private key.

certification path
An ordered sequence of certificates of objects in the DIT that, together with the public key of
the initial object in the path, can be processed to verify the ownership of  the public key of the
final object in the path, based on a chain of trust. For example, if the verifying party P trusts a
certification authority A, which trusts a certification authority B, which trusts a certification
authority C, which issued a certificate to the party Q, this certificate may be considered reliable
in authenticating information signed by Q.
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chaining
A type of DSA-to-DSA communication in which a DSA forwards an operation to another DSA
for execution, then returns the result to the original requester.

collective attribute
An attribute whose values can be associated with a defined set of entries. A collective attribute
is accessed as if it were a normal attribute of the entries.

collective-exclusions operational attribute
An operational attribute that specifies one or more collective attributes to be excluded from an
entry.

context prefix
The sequence of Relative Distinguished Names (RDNs) that lead from the root of the DIT to
the starting point of a naming context. A context prefix corresponds to the distinguished name
of the starting point of a naming context.

continuation reference
A data object that describes how the performance of all or part of an operations can be
continued at a different DSA or DSAs. Continuation references can be returned embedded
in partial results by a DSA that can only partially process an operation, to indicate the DSA or
DSAs that can help to complete the operation. See also referral.

credentials
Information used to establish the identity of a user or resource. Credentials usually consist of a
user name and password; more reliable credentials (“strong credentials”) involve passing a
certificate or a name with an associated public key.

cross-reference
A knowledge reference that contains information about a DSA that holds a naming context
frequently used by the DSA that holds the cross-reference.

DIB
See Directory Information Base.

digital signature
A mechanism to ensure the integrity and authenticity of the originator of a piece of electronic
information.

directory
A repository of information about objects that also provides services to its users that allow
access to the stored information.

Directory Access Protocol (DAP)
The protocol that a Directory User Agent uses to communicate with the Directory System
Agents that provide the directory service.

Directory Information Base (DIB)
The collection of information held by the directory as a whole (typically in many DSAs).

Directory Information Model
The X.500 standards specification that describes directory service entries, their contents, and
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the way in which the entries are named. It also describes the schema and other aspects of the
information to which the directory provides access.

Directory Information Shadowing Protocol (DISP)
The protocol that passes entry information from a shadow supplier DSA to a shadow
consumer DSA.

Directory Information Tree (DIT)
The Directory Information Base viewed as hierarchical tree-structure.

Directory Management Domain (DMD)
The collection of DSAs and DUAs owned by a specific organization (see Domain Management
Organization).

directory operational attribute
An operational attribute that stores directory service-specific information within an entry, for
example, access control information or the time the entry was last modified.

Directory Operational binding management Protocol (DOP)
The protocol that serves the pair-wise automatic coordination of DSAs, for example to
maintain a hierarchical operational binding or to coordinate shadowing agreements.

directory schema
The set of rules and constraints governing DIT structure, DIT content, object classes, attribute
types, attribute syntaxes, and matching rules which characterise the Directory Information
Base. The directory schema is partitioned into directory subschemas, each of which governs a
specific region of the Directory Information Tree.

directory service
The service that provides access to the Directory Information Base.

directory subschema
The portion of the directory schema that governs a specific region (called subschema-specific
administrative area) of the Directory Information Tree.

Directory System Agent (DSA)
The component that provides the directory service. The collection of entries that comprise the
Directory Information Base is distributed between the DSAs in the directory.

Directory System Protocol (DSP)
The protocol that a Directory System Agent uses to communicate with other Directory System
Agents that provide the directory service.

Directory User Agent (DUA)
The component that represents users in accessing the directory; it communicates user
requests to the DSAs providing the directory service and passes their responses back to the
user.

DirX
An implementation of the 1993 X.500 Directory Services standard developed and distributed
by Siemens AG.
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dirxadm
The DirX command line-driven program that system administrators can use to manage DSAs.

dirxcp
The DirX command line-driven Directory User Agent (DUA) that users and system
administrators can use to communicate with a DSA.

DirXdiscover
The DirX LDAP client that Internet and intranet users and system administrators can use to
search and manage LDAP-enabled directory services, that is, directory services that support
an LDAP server to process LDAP requests.

DirXmanage
The DirX graphical user interface (GUI) that system administrators can use to configure and
manage DirX DSAs from Windows NT.

DirXmetahub
The DirX/Windows NT component that permits the synchronization of existing directories, for
example the Microsoft Exchange directory, with the DirX Directory Service.

DirXweb
The DirX World-Wide-Web gateway that provides access to the DirX Directory Service using a
Web browser.

Distinguished Name (DN)
The sequence of Relative Distinguished Names (RDNs) leading from the root of the DIT to a
specific object. In DirX, the string representation uses forward slashes (/) to separate the
RDNs, for example /C=DE/O=PQR. See also Relative Distinguished Name.

DIT
See Directory Information Tree.

DIT content rule
A rule that governs the content of entries of a particular structural object class. A DIT content
rule specifies the auxiliary object classes and additional attribute types permitted to appear or
excluded from appearing in entries of the indicated structural object class.

DIT structure rule
A rule that governs the structure of the DIT by specifying a permitted superior-to-subordinate
entry relationship. A structure rule associates a name form for an entry (and therefore a
structural object class) with one or more permitted superior structure rules.

DMD
See Directory Management Domain.

DMO
See Domain Management Organization.

Domain Management Organization (DMO)
The organization that owns and manages a collection of DSAs and DUAs.
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DSA
See Directory System Agent.

DSA-shared operational attribute
An operational attribute used to store information needed by DSAs to operate a distributed
directory. Values of a particular DSA-shared operational attribute should be the same on each
DSA. Specific knowledge information is of this kind. See also operational attribute,

DSA-specific entry (DSE)
An entry in the DIT viewed from the perspective of a single DSA.

DSA-specific operational attribute
An operational attribute used to store information needed by DSAs to operate a distributed
directory. Values of a particular DSA-specific operational attribute are different on each DSA.
Superior knowledge information is of this kind. See also operational attribute.

DOP
See Directory Operational binding management Protocol.

DSE
See DSA-specific entry.

DSP
See Directory System Protocol.

DUA
See Directory User Agent.

entry
A part of the Directory Information Base that contains information about an object.

first-level DSA
A DSA that holds a naming context immediately beneath the root of the DIT.

first-level reference
The context prefix and access point of a DSA that holds a naming context immediately
beneath the root of the DIT.

governing structure rule
The single DIT structure rule that applies to a specific entry.

Hierarchical Operational Binding (HOB)
A relationship between two DSAs that hold (as masters) naming contexts, one immediately
subordinate to the other. The superior DSA holds a subordinate reference to the subordinate
DSA. The information held by the subordinate reference is maintained within the scope of the
HOB as well as policy information (e.g. access control) held by the superior DSA but relevant
to the subordinate DSA.

incremental update
The DISP operation that provides the shadow consumer DSA with updated copies of those
entries that have changed in the unit of replication since the last update (and not the entire set
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of entries). Incremental updates can be configured to occur immediately on a change or at a
predefined time. Also called incremental refresh. Contrast with total update.

invoke
A ROSE service element that contains a user request.

knowledge reference
Pieces of information that one DSA has about another DSA and the directory information it
holds.

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
A simplified version of the Directory Access Protocol (DAP) that provides X.500 access to
platforms supporting TCP/IP. LDAP is the proposed industry-standard protocol for providing
directory services on the Internet. It makes direct use of TCP/IP services (that is, without using
an OSI upper-layer stack).

master
A DSA that holds the original copy of a directory entry. A DSA is master for all entries in a
naming context. The term master is also used for the original copy of a directory entry.

matching rule
A directory schema element that corresponds to a predefined rule or algorithm for comparing
attribute information. A matching rule allows entries to be selected by making a matching rule
assertion concerning their attribute values.

matching rule assertion
A proposition, which may be true, false, or undefined, that concerns the presence in an entry
of attribute values that meet the criteria defined by the matching rule and user-supplied
attribute information. For example, an entry containing a surname “Kitto” may be found by
specifying an entry with a surname that sounds like “cat”. The object identifier for the algorithm
specifying “sounds-like” is the matching rule; “sounds like ‘cat’” is the matching rule assertion.

name form
The construct that specifies a permissible form of relative distinguished name (RDN) for
entries of a particular structural object class. A name form identifies a named object class and
one or more attribute types to be used for naming (that is, for the RDN).

naming attribute
An attribute type used by an entry in the attribute value assertion (or assertions) that form its
relative distinguished name (RDN).

naming context
A partial subtree of the DIT that is entirely self-contained within a single DSA and mastered by
it (i.e. all entries in the naming context are master entries). A naming context begins at a
starting point in the DIT and extends downward to leaf entries or references to subordinate
naming contexts.

non-specific hierarchical operational binding (NHOB)
A relationship between two master DSAs holding naming contexts, one of which is
immediately subordinate to the other, in which the superior DSA holds a non-specific
subordinate reference to the subordinate DSA.
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object class
An identified family of objects which share certain characteristics; alternatively a special
attribute of an entry whose values are object class identifiers that define or describe the object
that the entry represents. For example, an organizational-person is a human being in the
context of an organization, while a directory entry representing an organizational-person has
an object class attribute which contains three values: top, person, organizational-person. Each
such value defines mandatory or optional attributes. Every directory entry possesses an object
class attribute.

object identifier (OID)
A unique sequence of integers separated by periods (.). Object identifiers permit the global
registration of objects and are assigned to attribute types, object classes, name forms, and
matching rules (schema elements), etc. Object identifiers form a tree; registration authorities
own particular sequences of integers, and can register their own objects by extending their
sequence.

operational attribute
An attribute that represents information used to control the operation of the directory (e.g.
access control information), or used by the directory to represent some aspects of its
operation (e.g. knowledge references). See directory operational attributes, DSA-shared
operational attributes, DSA-specific operational attributes for the specific kinds of operational
attributes.

policy
An expression by an administrative authority of general goals and acceptable procedures.

policy attribute
A generic term for an operational attribute that expresses policy (for example, an attribute that
defines the type of access control which is to apply in an area of the DIT).

policy object
An entity with which a policy is associated (for example, an entry to which an access control
policy can be directed).

private key
The key of a key pair for public key cryptography known only by the owning user. The other
part of a key pair is the public key. The private key is often called the secret key.

public key
The publicly-known key of a key pair. Contrast with private key.

referral
A method of DSA communication in which a DSA that cannot completely perform an operation
returns a continuation reference which specifies how far it has been able to proceed with the
operation, together with the name and communications address of one or more DSAs that
may be able to complete the operation. See also continuation reference.

Relative Distinguished Name (RDN)
The portion of a distinguished name that uniquely names an entry relative to its immediately
superior entry. Each RDN consists of one or more attribute value assertions which specify an
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attribute type and an attribute value for the entry. The RDN is selected so as to achieve
uniqueness. In DirX, the string representation for attribute value assertions is of the form
type=value and a comma (,) is used to separate attribute value assertions, for example
CN=Lynch,O=SNI.

root
The topmost node of the Directory Information Tree. The root of the DIT has no name (its DN
is an empty sequence); it also has no corresponding entry, since each entry in the DIT must
belong to some owning organization, and no such organization can own the root. In DirX the
string representation for the root is the slash character (/).

root context
The collection of context prefixes and access points of DSAs that hold naming contexts
immediately beneath the root of the DIT; in other words: the complete collection of first level
references.

root DSE
A DSE that contains DSA-specific attributes that relate to the DSA as a whole, for example,
the my-access-point attribute, which holds the name and address of the DSA itself.

schema publication
The provision made within the directory standards whereby operational attributes are defined
to describe the subschema (attributes, object classes, name forms, content rules, etc.)
applicable in some part of the DIT. The schema publication attributes are held in a subschema
subentry; reading these attributes inform a DSA or DUA about the subschema.

shadow
An copy of one or more directory entries, created by the use of the Directory Information
Shadowing Protocol (DISP). Contrast with master.

shadow consumer
A DSA that receives shadowed information information by means of the Directory Information
Shadowing Protocol (DISP). Contrast with shadow supplier.

shadowing
The process of maintaining a  copy of a set of DIT entries by means of the Directory
Information Shadowing Protocol (DISP).

shadowing agreement
An agreement made between administrators of the two DSAs in a shadow operational binding
that specifies the information to be shadowed, when it is to be shadowed, and the roles
(supplier or consumer) to be played by each DSA. A shadowing agreement is represented by
information within each DSA, and is maintained by a shadow operational binding.

shadow operational binding (SOB)
A relationship between two DSAs in which one DSA acts as a supplier of replicated
information and the other DSA acts as the consumer of the replicated information. A shadow
operational binding maintains the shadowing agreement between the two DSAs.
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shadow supplier
A DSA that supplies shadowed information by means of the Directory Information Shadowing
Protocol (DISP). Contrast with shadow consumer.

shadow-supplier reference
A knowledge reference held by a shadow consumer DSA that contains information about the
shadow supplier DSA.

simple protected authentication
An authentication method for binding to a DSA in which a name and a protected (one-way-
encrypted) password must be supplied when invoking the bind operation.

strong authentication
An authentication method for binding to a DSA that uses digital signatures employing public
key cryptography.

structural object class
An object class that defines the nature of an object, and which therefore can be used as the
basis for rules to regulate the position of corresponding entries in the DIT.

subentry
A special entry used to hold policy information. There are three kinds of subentries:
subschema subentries, access control subentries, and collective attribute subentries; a
subentry can be of more than one kind. Subentries can only be subordinate to administrative
entries.

subordinate DSA
In an hierarchical operational binding the DSA that holds the subordinate naming. Contrast
with superior DSA.

subordinate reference
A knowledge reference that contains information about a DSA that holds a subordinate
naming context. Subordinate references represent the transition from one DSA’s naming
context to another. Contrast with superior reference.

subtree
A collection of entries that represent a subset of the DIT.

superior DSA
In an hierarchical operational binding the DSA that holds the superior naming context.
Contrast with subordinate DSA.

superior reference
A knowledge reference that contains information about a DSA that holds a superior naming
context. A superior reference is used by a DSA as a reference for operations for which no
more specific DSA can be identified. First-level DSAs must hold the root context, and so have
no need of a superior reference. A superior reference normally specifies a DSA that has at
least one entry closer to the root than any entry held in the present DSA. Contrast with
subordinate reference.
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superior structure rule
The DIT structure rule that governs the immediate superior of a particular entry.

system schema
The set of rules that regulate the use of operational attributes, administrative entries and
subentries.

top
The special object class of which every other class is a subclass.

total update
The DISP operation that replicates all of the entries in the unit of replication on the shadow
consumer DSA. Also called a total refresh. Contrast with incremental update.

unit of replication
The specification of the information to be shadowed, including policy information in
administrative entries and subentries, the replicated area containing the entries to be
shadowed, and (optionally) subordinate knowledge information.

user attribute
An attribute that represents user information.

X.500 Directory Standards
A set of standards that describe how a global directory service can be built.
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The bookmarks are used to jump direct to the individual chapters and sections of the softbook.

b Index

The page numbers quoted after the keywords are in general linked to the corresponding pages. A click
on the sensitive area will take you to the page containing the keyword.

4 Full-Text Index

This online documentation set also provides a full-text index generated by Acrobat Catalog. To use
this index you need Adobe Acrobat Reader plus Search.

The full-text index includes all online manuals of DirX and DirXmetahub. All word options
(Case sensitive, Sounds Like, and Word Stemming) were enabled when the index was built. There
were no numbers or stopwords excluded from the index.
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